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Abstract
Because of the slow access time of disk storage, storage management is crucial
to the performance of many large scale computer systems. This thesis studies
performance issues in buffer cache management and disk layout management, two
important components of storage management.
The buffer cache stores popular disk pages in memory to speed up the access to
them. Buffer cache management algorithms used in real systems often have many
parameters that require careful hand-tuning to get good performance. A self-tuning
algorithm is proposed to automatically tune the page cleaning activity in the buffer
cache management algorithm by monitoring the I/O activities of the buffer cache.
This algorithm achieves performance comparable to the best manually tuned system.
The global data structure used by the buffer cache management algorithm is
protected by a lock. Access to this lock can cause contention which can significantly
reduce system throughput in multi-processor systems. Current solutions to
eliminate lock contention decrease the hit ratio of the buffer cache, which causes
poor performance when the system is I/O-bound. A new approach, called the
multi-region cache, is proposed. This approach eliminates lock contention,
maintains the hit ratio of the buffer cache, and incurs little overhead. Moreover,
this approach can be applied to most buffer cache management algorithms.
Disk layout management arranges the layout of pages on disks to improve the
disk I/O efficiency. The typical disk layout approach, called Overwrite, is
optimized for sequential I/Os from a single file. Interleaved writes from multiple
users can significantly decrease system throughput in large scale systems using
Overwrite. Although the Log-structured File System (LFS) is optimized for such
workloads, its garbage collection overhead can be expensive. In modern and future
disks, because of the much faster improvement of disk transfer bandwidth over disk
positioning time, LFS performs much better than Overwrite in most workloads,
unless the disk is close to full. A new disk layout approach, called HyLog, is
proposed. HyLog achieves performance comparable to the best of existing disk
layout approaches in most cases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Storage is an important part of all large computer systems. Storage is where data
are stored persistently over a long period of time. It represents 40%-60% of total
hardware cost, and its management cost comprises 60%-80% of the total cost of
ownership [2]. Storage is often the performance bottleneck of the system,
especially for large scale systems accessing large amounts of data, such as storage
servers, file servers, web servers, email servers, and database servers.
Storage servers, such as the EMC Symmetrix series [118], provide disk storage
to other systems. A storage server typically divides the storage into volumes, and
provides an abstraction of pages with linear addresses in each volume. Storage
servers often provide raw storage services to file servers and database servers. File
servers, such as the FAS series of NetApp Inc. [81], provide file services to other
systems. A file server maintains the metadata of a file system (bitmaps for space
allocation, directories for data organization, etc.) and provides security and data
access consistency. File servers often provide file services to other systems, such as
web servers, email servers, and database servers.
In all these systems, data are stored on magnetic disks which are cheap but
slow to access. Storage management is used in these systems to speed up accesses
to data on disks. Storage management employs an in-memory buffer to cache
popular disk pages, and also manages how data are placed on disks. The part of
the system controlled by storage management is called the storage subsystem,
whose performance is often crucial to the performance of the whole system.
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Recent years have seen the capacity and the bandwidth of memory and disks
increase dramatically, with their prices dropping greatly [43]. As a result, the
performance of the storage subsystem in small systems is much less an issue, since
adequate performance can usually be achieved by provisioning more advanced
hardware. However, large enterprise systems are supporting more users, larger data
sets, and new applications, as the storage technology improves. The demand for
high performance of storage subsystems in enterprise systems continues to increase.
Many of the performance requirements cannot be met simply by deploying more
hardware because the cost would become unbearably high or no existing hardware
could satisfy the needs. The goal of this thesis research is to investigate techniques
to improve the performance of storage subsystems in large scale systems.
A good understanding of the characteristics of workloads running on the
storage subsystem is a prerequisite to its performance study. The workloads
running on the storage subsystem vary substantially. Typical types of workload
include research workloads [32], email workloads [32], web server workloads [113],
and database workloads [52, 113].
Studies on file server and email server workloads [32, 94, 129] have found that:
• A large proportion of the requests to the storage subsystem are writes,
because many reads can be cached at the client side.
• Many reads and writes are random.
• Sequential reads and writes do not typically span a large number of pages,
since most files are small.
These are also the workload characteristics of storage servers which reside
below file servers and email servers [113, 137, 138, 141].
Database workload is an important class of workload in the storage subsystem.
Typical database systems can be roughly divided into two categories: on-line
transaction processing (OLTP) and decision support. As a new way of doing
business through the Internet, e-commerce applications play an increasingly
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important role in database applications. The workload characteristics to the
database server of an e-commerce system lie between that of OLTP and decision
support [33].
In a typical decision support system (DSS), the user queries the data in the
database to search for certain patterns, answer some business questions, or predict
future business patterns. The results of these queries can help managers to make
better decisions. Typically these queries are complex. They read a large amount of
data in the database. Normally, queries are read-only, and only one user runs the
query. Since a large amount of data is often read sequentially from the disks, the
storage subsystem can easily achieve its maximum transfer throughput. The
performance bottleneck of a DSS is often the CPU instead of the storage
subsystem.
OLTP is a class of application that manages data entry retrieval transactions in
many industries, including banking, supermarkets, airlines, rental services, and
manufacturing. A typical OLTP workload contains simple transactions from many
terminals with strict response time requirements (several seconds). Many of these
transactions update the database. In OLTP workloads, traffic to disks is
characterized by small random reads and writes but few sequential I/Os. Storage
is often the bottleneck in such a system.
The workload of the storage subsystem in many large scale systems, such as
storage servers, file servers, email servers, and OLTP systems, is characterized by
small reads and updates to a large amount of data on disks. Effective management
in the storage subsystem can significantly improve the overall performance of such
systems. These workloads are the main focus of this thesis research.
Since the storage subsystem is often complex, studying it directly in the
context of a real system is difficult. A combination of analysis, trace-driven
simulation, and measurement approaches is used in this research. First, direct
measurement experiments are performed on real systems to understand the
important behavioural elements of a real system. Then, analytical models and
trace-driven simulators are developed (and verified) to study key parts of the
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storage subsystem. Next, new algorithms are designed and evaluated using
analytical models and simulation. Finally, the new algorithms are implemented
and evaluated in real systems to confirm the modelling and simulation results. Use
of analytical models and simulations dramatically reduces the effort that would be
needed to handle complex real systems.
1.2 Storage Management Overview
Data are placed on secondary storage (i.e., the disks) and managed by the storage
subsystem. An important design objective of storage subsystems is to provide fast
access to the data that are stored. Disks have different performance characteristics
than memory. Although disks are cheap and large (e.g., many giga-bytes or
tera-bytes), their access time is slow (e.g., orders of milliseconds) compared with
that of memory (e.g., orders of nanoseconds). Disk has high maximum transfer
bandwidth, but it is achievable only when accessing large chunks of data
sequentially. These disk characteristics determine the common approaches used in
storage management to improve performance.
Storage management can be divided into four functional layers, as illustrated in
Figure 1.1:
Buffer Cache Layer
Disk Layout Layer
Storage Subsystem
Application
Disk Firmware Layer
Disk Hardware Layer
Disks and
I/O Controllers
Figure 1.1: Storage Management in DBMS
[ The two layers within bold boxes are the focus of this thesis study. ]
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1. The buffer cache layer dedicates an in-memory buffer called the buffer
cache to store popular disk pages. A buffer cache management algorithm is
used to decide what pages are kept in the buffer cache. The performance of
the buffer cache layer is crucial to that of a large scale system.
2. The disk layout layer manages the on-disk data structures and data
placement strategies. The goal of this layer is to improve the I/O efficiency
by reducing the mechanical movement of the disk arms. This layer has been
studied extensively in the design of file systems [40, 74, 75, 96, 140].
3. The disk firmware layer utilizes the physical properties of a disk to reduce
the average data access time. A number of approaches, such as disk cache,
disk scheduling, and Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) [89],
have been proposed for this layer. This layer often resides in disk firmware or
RAID controllers, where the designers of large scale systems typically do not
have control. Moreover, it is difficult to improve the disk I/O efficiency
within the physical disk layer if the upper layers are not properly designed.
This layer is not studied in this thesis research.
4. The disk hardware layer is the actual hardware of the disk, including
platters, disk arms, magnetic surfaces, etc. The hardware technology,
especially the storage density of the disk has been constantly improving in
the past. However, because of engineering and manufacturing constraints,
this improvement is taking place at a slower rate than that predicted by
Moore’s Law (the speed or capacity doubles every 18 months), which
predicts the improvement of silicon chips (memory and CPU).
1.2.1 The Buffer Cache Layer
The buffer cache layer plays a critical role in a storage management subsystem. A
buffer cache management algorithm is used to manage the pages in the buffer
cache. The access to data often exhibits temporal locality, i.e., a small amount of
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data are frequently re-referenced during a short interval [29]. By exploiting this
locality, a buffer cache with a relatively small size compared to that of the disks
can absorb most I/O requests to the disks. As a result, the storage subsystem can
achieve an average access time close to that of the memory while keeping the
average storage cost close to that of the disks.
The main functions of the buffer cache management algorithm include the
standard functions – fetch, placement, and replacement. The fetch algorithm
brings new pages into the buffer cache. Normally, fetch on demand is used, but
when there are sequential accesses to pages, prefetch can be a helpful supplement
to fetch on demand. The placement algorithm determines where a page is placed
in the buffer cache. Its decision is often determined by the replacement algorithm
that decides how the free pool of the buffer is maintained. Replacement on
demand makes a free space only when needed. Pre-replacement tries to always
keep some spaces available by writing back to disk the changed pages that are
deemed not to be needed. Since the replacement function is crucial to buffer cache
management, a buffer cache management algorithm is often called a buffer cache
replacement algorithm.
Although many replacement algorithms have been described in the literature1,
real systems tend to use very simple algorithms such as LRU [80, 91, 105, 119] or
CLOCK [46] for the following reasons:
• Tuning difficulties. Most advanced algorithms require the proper setting of
one or more parameters. The tuning of these parameters is often done by
trial and error. Since real systems already have many parameters to tune,
simple replacement algorithms like LRU or CLOCK are often selected to
simplify the tuning of the buffer cache layer.
• Unclear advantage under large buffer cache sizes. Previous studies of
replacement algorithms show that the hit ratios of all replacement algorithms
1For example, CAR and CART [8], ARC [76], LIRS [59], LRFU [66], EELRU [112], SEQ
[41], 2Q [60], LRU-K [84], FBR [93], Application/File-level Characterization [20], Unified Buffer
Management [64], ILRU and OLRU [98], HotSet [99], QLSM and its variants [15, 21, 34, 67], Page
Fault Frequency [22], Working Set [29], and Cache Partitioning [116]
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converge on large buffer caches, which are used in large scale systems. One
may be tempted to conclude that the performance benefit of advanced
algorithms over simple algorithms becomes small under large buffer caches,
which reduces the incentive of adopting advanced algorithms in real systems.
• Access contention for concurrent accesses. Large database servers running
OLTP or e-commerce applications often support a large number of
concurrent users. When multiple users access the buffer cache at the same
time, the global data structure that the buffer cache replacement algorithm
employs must be locked to avoid corruption. This lock may become a
contention point which limits the system throughput dramatically. Although
the buffer cache management in DBMSs are managed by software and any
replacement algorithms can be used, systems such as SQL Server 7.0 use
CLOCK-based replacement algorithms, which do not change the global data
structure on buffer cache hits, in spite of hit ratios that are lower than other
replacement algorithms [25].
• Limitation of hardware support. In virtual memory management, buffer
cache hits must be managed by hardware. For every buffer cache hit, current
hardware sets the reference bit and the changed bit if this page is modified.
Modern operating systems, such as FreeBSD, NetBSD, Linux, Mac OS X,
and Windows 2000/XP, employ unified buffer caching [109], which unifies
virtual memory management and the file system buffer cache. Only
CLOCK-based algorithms can be used in these systems to cache the file
system data in the unified buffer cache.
1.2.2 The Disk Layout Layer
Disks have very different access characteristics from memory. Disks have high
maximum transfer bandwidth, which can be achieved only when transferring large
blocks of data sequentially. When accessing data scattered over the disk, a great
deal of time is spent on the mechanical movements of disk arms and rotations of
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disk platters, resulting in less than 10% disk transfer bandwidth being utilized.
Disk layout management decides where data are placed on the disks to improve
the utilized disk transfer bandwidth. With efficient disk layout management, many
small data transfers on different locations of the disk can be merged into a few
large transfers, and the mechanical delay between accesses can be significantly
reduced. As a result, the access performance can be dramatically improved.
Many disk layout approaches are optimized for sequential read within a file or
files of one directory [40, 74, 75, 140]. Data belonging to one file or one directory
are placed close to each other on disks. Since changed data are overwritten on top
of old copies (called Overwrite), the write performance is also improved when the
I/O pattern of writes resembles that of reads. Such disk layout approaches work
well in systems with a small number of active applications. Large scale systems
need to support many users who access multiple files at the same time. The
interleaved requests from different users generate disk I/Os scattered over the disk,
which dramatically reduces the disk performance. These disk I/O requests appear
to be random at the disk level. Since read requests can be effectively cached by the
buffer cache layer, these random I/Os are mainly write requests [88].
The Log-structured File System (LFS) [96, 106] was designed to improve the
write performance for workloads with random updates while maintaining
comparable read performance. Instead of using Overwrite to handle updates, LFS
accumulates small random writes and writes them to the disk in a large contiguous
write. LFS has the potential to achieve good write performance [96], but, since the
data are written to a new location every time they are updated, their old copies
must be reclaimed by a garbage collection process called segment cleaning. In
OLTP-like workloads, segment cleaning results in high overhead and severely
decreases the overall system performance [108].
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1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis studies the storage subsystem on large scale systems, addressing several
performance issues of the buffer cache layer and the disk layout layer. This
includes analyzing the characteristics of typical workloads running on large scale
systems, identifying the performance bottleneck of the storage subsystem,
modeling and simulating key components of the storage subsystem, and designing
and evaluating new algorithms which can ease the tuning task or achieve better
performance. Direct experimentation, trace-driven simulation, and mathematical
modeling are used in this study. The main contributions of the thesis are:
• A new algorithm is proposed to automatically tune parameters of buffer
cache management in order to achieve good performance. Its effectiveness is
comparable to the best manually tuned algorithm.
• The problem of lock contention in buffer cache management is investigated.
A new approach called the multi-region cache is proposed to eliminate the
lock contention of the buffer cache. This approach can work together with
most buffer cache replacement algorithms. It does not compromise the
overall hit ratio of the buffer cache, and incurs little overhead.
• Different disk layout management approaches are modeled and their
performance characteristics are analyzed. A new approach called HyLog is
proposed. HyLog achieves performance close to the best of existing
approaches in most configurations.
1.3.1 Self-tuning of Buffer Cache Management
A buffer cache management algorithm in a real system often has many parameters
that need to be tuned for the particular workload and system configuration at
hand. However, such tuning is often not easy. The buffer cache management
algorithm in IBM’s DB2 database management system employs page cleaners to
write the changed pages (dirty pages) in the buffer cache asynchronously so that
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expensive synchronous writes can be avoided when the space occupied by these
pages are needed. Through measurement and trace-driven simulation, it was found
that the number of page cleaners is important to the throughput of the overall
system, but it is difficult to tune this parameter manually. A self-tuning algorithm
is proposed to automatically tune the page cleaning speed. Simulation results show
that this algorithm can achieve throughput comparable to the best manually tuned
system.
1.3.2 Lock Contention of Buffer Cache Management
Most buffer cache replacement algorithms use a global data structure to manage
all pages in the buffer cache. In large scale systems with many processors and
threads, different threads may access the buffer cache simultaneously. The global
data structure of the replacement algorithm must be protected by a lock to avoid
corruption. This lock may become the contention point (called lock contention)
and limit the system throughput. Real systems solve the contention problem in
different ways, depending on their particular requirements. SQL Server 7.0 uses a
CLOCK-based algorithm to reduce contention [25], since this kind of algorithm
does not modify the global data structure on buffer cache hits. However, a
CLOCK-based algorithm typically has a lower hit ratio than other replacement
algorithms and may cause poor system performance. Berkeley DB and ADABAS
use different variations of LRU without global data structures [10, 105], but these
approaches either have high overhead or cannot be applied to other replacement
algorithms. These current practices in buffer cache management motivate the
search for a better approach to reduce lock contention without compromising the
overall hit ratio.
A new buffer cache management approach, called the multi-region cache, is
proposed for this purpose. The multi-region approach divides the buffer cache into
many fixed-size regions, each of which is managed by an instance of a replacement
algorithm. Each page is mapped into a unique region. Since lock contention
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happens only when pages within the same region are accessed at the same time,
and there are a large number of regions, lock contention almost never happens in
the multi-region cache. Both analysis and simulation results show that a large
buffer cache with hundreds of thousands of regions has almost the same overall hit
ratio as the traditional approach, and the overhead is negligible. Multi-region
cache can be applied to most replacement algorithms.
1.3.3 Disk Layout Management
With a large buffer cache, most disk reads can be resolved in memory [88]. As a
result, in many systems, write requests make up a large portion of the total traffic
to the disks [32, 113]. These write requests are from many users and often scatter
over the disks, which results in low utilization of the disk transfer bandwidth when
the disk layout is managed by the commonly used Overwrite approach. LFS was
designed to provide good write performance while maintaining comparable read
performance in such systems, but, the high segment cleaning overhead of LFS
decreases its performance dramatically [108].
The write performance of Overwrite and LFS is modeled and the impact of
changing disk technology on their performance is investigated. Because of the
much faster improvement in disk transfer bandwidth than disk positioning
time [43], it is found that LFS significantly outperforms Overwrite under modern
and future disks over a wide range of system configurations and workloads.
LFS performs worse than Overwrite, however, when the disk space utilization
is very high because of the high segment cleaning cost. A new approach, the
Hybrid Log-structured (HyLog) disk layout, is proposed to overcome this problem.
HyLog uses a log-structured approach for hot pages to achieve good write
performance, and Overwrite for cold pages to reduce the segment cleaning cost.
An adaptive separating algorithm is designed to separate hot pages from cold
pages under various workloads and system configurations. This algorithm works in
real time and incurs little overhead. Simulation results under a range of system
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configurations and workloads show that, in most cases, HyLog performs
comparably to the best of the existing disk layout approaches.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related research
pertaining to the storage subsystem. Chapter 3 describes the methodology, the
typical workloads, and the characteristics of the workloads. Chapter 4 studies the
self-tuning of buffer cache management. The design and evaluation of a self-tuning
algorithm for buffer cache management are presented. Chapter 5 discusses lock
contention in buffer cache management. The problem of lock contention is
identified and analyzed. A new approach called multi-region cache is proposed and
evaluated. Chapter 6 investigates performance issues of disk layout management.
The performance of existing approaches is modeled and analyzed. A new disk
layout approach called HyLog is proposed and its performance is studied by
analysis and simulation. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and gives
directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Related Research
Magnetic disk remains the dominant medium for secondary storage. In large scale
systems, large amounts of data (from many giga-bytes to many tera-bytes) reside
in disk storage. Since the access time of disks is much slower than memory, disk
access is a performance bottleneck in many large systems. Numerous approaches
have been proposed to improve the performance of the storage subsystem. They
can be categorized roughly into four layers:
• The Hardware Layer includes the hardware of the disks. Improvements in
hardware architecture and engineering make the disks faster, which improves
the overall performance of the system.
• The Firmware Layer resides in either disks or disk controllers. This layer
organizes the disk I/O requests to achieve good disk I/O performance.
Typically the firmware layer does not have knowledge of the data semantics
of the application layer.
• The Disk Layout Layer organizes the data placement strategies on disks to
improve disk I/O efficiency. This layer normally has some knowledge of the
semantics of the application data.
• The Buffer Cache Layer uses a fast in-memory buffer cache to store popular
disk requests so that the number of requests to disks is reduced.
Previous research on improving the performance of the storage subsystem is
organized into these layers and briefly discussed in Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
Some approaches that exploit the knowledge of different layers are discussed in
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Section 2.5. Since the hardware and firmware layers reside in the storage
hardware, typically they cannot be controlled by designers of large scale systems.
Therefore, the other two layers, the disk layout layer and the buffer cache layer,
are the focus of this thesis study.
2.1 The Hardware Layer
A magnetic disk consists mainly of a set of parallel platters constantly rotating
around a fixed axle and a movable read/write head on each surface of the platter.
Data are stored in concentric tracks on the platters. In each track, data are stored
in fixed size sectors, each of which typically contain 512 bytes data. All read/write
heads are attached to a disk arm, which can move to different tracks. Once the
disk arm moves to the desired track, it waits until the desired sector rotates under
the read/write head before data on this sector can be accessed. The same tracks
on all platters compromise a cylinder.
The latency of a disk access can be broken down into three main parts: seek
time, rotational latency, and transfer time. Seek time is the time that the disk arm
takes to move to the desired track. This may involve a mechanical movement of
the disk arm. Rotational latency is the time that the read/write head waits for the
desired sector to rotate under it. The sum of seek time and rotational latency is
called the positioning time. Transfer time is the time it takes for the desired
sectors to pass under the read/write head, which is affected by the rotational
speed, the circumference and storage density.
Since three components of the disk access time all involve mechanical
movements, reducing them is constrained by engineering and manufacturing
limitations. Memory capacity and CPU speed improve about 60% every year,
following Moore’s Law (i.e., doubling every 18 months). Thanks to the fast
improvement of storage density, disk capacity increases at the same rate (60%
every year) [43], and sequential transfer bandwidth improves 28% every year [43].
The average seek time decreases 12% every year [101], and the rotational speed
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increases 10% every year [3]. Under this technology trend, the performance
difference between disks and silicon chips (memory and CPU) becomes larger and
larger. The performance advantage of conducting sequential disk I/Os over
random disk I/Os also becomes larger and larger. Because of this characteristic,
most strategies to improve the performance of disk storage attempt to reduce the
seek time and rotational latency between requests.
Since accessing data sequentially on a cylinder is the fastest, the sectors are
numbered in a way so that when all sectors in the disk are accessed sequentially,
sectors in the outermost cylinder are accessed first, sectors in the second outermost
cylinder are accessed next, and so on. Under this sector addressing scheme, the
performance specification of the disks can be summarized as the unwritten contract
between hosts and disks [103]:
• Sequential accesses have the best performance, much better than
non-sequential.
• Accessing a sector with an address close to the previously accessed sector is
usually faster than accessing a sector with an address that’s far away.
• Ranges of sector addresses are interchangeable, and the absolute sector
addresses do not affect performance.
This unwritten contract is used by system designers to improve the
performance of disk storage.
Several new secondary storage technologies are being actively researched. A
new storage technology based on microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), for
example, employs many small mechanical probe tips to access magnetic surfaces.
MEMS-based storage could provide access times 6.5X faster than disks [44], and
storage systems partially using MEMS-based storage could provide dramatically
better performance and cost/performance [128].
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2.2 The Firmware Layer
The firmware layer resides in disks or disk controllers. It organizes disk requests to
achieve better performance. The common approaches used in the firmware layer
include disk scheduling, disk cache, and disk array.
2.2.1 Disk Scheduling
In large scale systems, typically many requests are pending at the disk. Without
disk scheduling, these requests are served in a first-in-first-out order. When the
requests are scattered over the disk, most of the access time is spent in the seek
time and the rotational latency. A disk scheduling algorithm reorders the requests
to achieve good I/O throughput [115]. Since algorithms generating high I/O
throughput often increase the maximum response time by delaying some requests,
tradeoffs between these two factors should be considered.
The simplest scheduling algorithm is first-in-first-out (FIFO), which does not
conduct any scheduling. Many scheduling algorithms attempt to reduce the seek
time. The Shortest Seek Time First (SSTF) algorithm always serves the first
request which incurs the shortest seek time [28]. The problem of SSTF is that it
may always select requests close to the current disk head position and starve other
requests. The SCAN algorithm can prevent this kind of starvation [28]. In the
SCAN policy, the disk head moves in one direction to satisfy all waiting requests.
It changes the direction of head movement only at the innermost and outermost
cylinder. The disk head then moves in the reverse direction and again picking up
all requests in order. LOOK, a variant of SCAN, changes direction if no more
requests exist in the current direction [79]. SCAN and LOOK favour requests in
the middle of the disk and requests on the outer and inner cylinders have low
priority. Cyclical SCAN (C-SCAN) and cyclical LOOK (C-LOOK) treat all
cylinders equally by fulfilling requests only when the head is moving in one
direction. VSCAN(R) gives a continuum of algorithms between SSTF and
LOOK [39]. R denotes how likely the scheduler wants to maintain the current
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direction of travel. VSCAN(0) is SSTF, and VSCAN(1) is LOOK. VSCAN(0.2)
was suggested to be a good balance between the average response time and
starvation resistance [39].
The Shortest Positioning Time First (SPTF) algorithm [56, 107, 139] takes into
account both seek time and rotational latency when selecting the next request. It
gives better performance than algorithms considering only seek time [107, 139],
but the performance advantage of SPTF over other algorithms is limited under
modern and future disks [54]. Moreover, the computation overhead of SPTF is
high [54, 139] and must recognize the existence of disk cache and optimize for
it [139].
All the above algorithms may favour the latest arriving jobs and starvation
may happen if requests for the same cylinder keep coming. The N-step strategy
can be applied to these algorithms to address this problem [115]. This strategy
segments the disk request queue into sub-queues of length N . Only one sub-queue
can be processed at a time. All new incoming requests are added to other queues.
Similar to the N-step strategy, the aging strategy [107, 139] can also be applied to
the scheduling algorithms to avoid starvation. In the aging strategy, requests that
have longer waiting time receive higher priority so that they will not be delayed
indefinitely. Both the N-step strategy and the aging strategy increase fairness at
the expense of reduced throughput [107, 139].
In MEMS-based storage devices, because the access times depend on the
relative locations of the data, scheduling algorithms can be used to reduce access
times. Simulation results show that most of the algorithms and insights from
previous disk scheduling research have similar benefits to systems with
MEMS-based storage devices [44, 45]. There are also scheduling algorithms
designed specifically for MEMS-based storage [49].
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2.2.2 Disk Cache
Most disks employ an on-board fast cache to match the speed between the bus and
the disk media and cache disk blocks. If the write back of the disk cache is
enabled, the write request is considered finished by the host once all data are
transfered to the disk cache. Disk cache can be used to store prefetched data of
the same track to decrease the access time of sequential requests.
The zero-latency access employed in many modern disks can eliminate
rotational latency when reading or writing all sectors on the same track [101]. In
zero-latency access, the disk firmware can start reading or writing these sectors in
any order. As a result, when all sectors of a track are accessed in one sequential
request (called a track-aligned extent), the rotational latency and the time that the
disk arm switches tracks can be avoided [101]. If the data are allocated on disk
regardless of the track boundary (called a track-unaware extent), the access may
span two tracks and incurs much longer access time. Track-aligned extents can be
used to optimize disk accesses for certain workloads [101, 102].
Because the requests to the disk are often filtered by upper layer buffer caches,
these requests exhibit poor locality [137]. When this happens, the benefit of a
large disk cache is limited [142].
2.2.3 Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID)
Since one disk cannot provide the capacity, performance, and reliability required
by large scale systems, it is now common to organize many disks together to form
a Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) [89]. RAID is a set of disks (also
called a disk array) managed by a controller and viewed by the host as a single
logical drive.
RAID has several levels that provide different I/O characteristics and
redundancy methods. The most commonly used levels are RAID-0
(non-redundant), RAID-1 (mirrored), and RAID-5 (block-interleaved distributed
parity).
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In RAID-0, the data are distributed across all the disks in the array. It
provides good performance but does not contain redundancy information. In
RAID-1, all data are duplicated on different disks. It provides good performance
and redundancy is achieved. The problem of RAID-1 is that only half of the disk
space can be used to store user data.
RAID-5 uses an extra disk worth of space to store parity information, so that a
single disk failure does not cause data loss. Row-Diagonal Parity (RDP) uses two
extra disks worth of space to protect RAID against double disk failure [24]. Both
RAID-5 and RDP provide good read performance. Their write performance is also
good when writing large blocks since new parity information can be calculated
without extra disk I/Os. When writing small blocks of data, however, the
performance of RAID-5 and RDP is poor because of the extra disk I/Os required
to calculate parity. This is called the write penalty for small writes.
It is difficult to select and manage the levels of RAID in a disk array. RAID
levels can be programmatically selected given characteristics of workloads [4].
AutoRAID [136] dynamically configures the disk array using a two-level storage
hierarchy. The higher level uses RAID-1 to store actively updated data, while the
lower level uses RAID-5 to reduce the space overhead of redundant information.
Data migrates between these two levels automatically depending on the available
space and the activity of the data.
2.3 The Disk Layout Layer
The disk layout layer uses disk layout management approaches to decide the
placement of data on disks. The design objective of disk layout management is to
improve the disk I/O performance by reducing the mechanical movement of disk
arms. Disk layout management approaches have been studied extensively in the
context of file systems [40, 74, 96, 140].
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2.3.1 Disk Layout Optimized for Large Sequential Access
The traditional UNIX file system [122] is an ancestor of many modern file systems,
such as FFS, UFS, and ext2. The basic data structures used in the traditional
UNIX file system are still popular in those modern file systems. In the traditional
UNIX file system, a tree structure called inode is used to control the allocation of
disk pages belonging to a file or a directory. All inodes are stored in the beginning
of the disk. A free block list is used to manage the free space of the disk. A block
size of 1KB is used as the unit of space allocation.
Since the traditional UNIX file system does not consider the placement of data
on disks, it has several performance problems. When accessing a file, both its
inode and the data blocks need to be accessed. However, since all inodes are stored
at the beginning of the disk and the data blocks may be stored far away from their
inodes, long seek time is involved when the disk arm moves back and forth
between the file data and its inode. The free block list manages all free blocks as a
stack. After many files are created and deleted, the blocks stored in the free block
list become randomly organized. When creating a new file, these blocks are taken
off from the free block list and assigned to the file. Therefore, the blocks belonging
to new files scatter over the disk and are not allocated sequentially. When these
files are accessed sequentially, which happens very often [87], the disk must spend
most time to position the disk head on the desired block of the file. Finally, the
1KB block size is small (i.e., a file contains many blocks), which exacerbates the
above performance problems. As a result, less than 2% of the disk bandwidth can
be achieved when accessing a file sequentially after the file system has been used
for some time [73, p. 269].
The Fast File System (FFS) [74] was designed to overcome these performance
problems. FFS uses a larger page size (4KB to 16KB) to reduce the number of
pages and thus the disk seeks. FFS divides the whole disk into one or more areas,
each of which is called a cylinder group. Each cylinder group consists of one or
more consecutive cylinders on the disk. For each file, FFS attempts to allocate
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space close to its inodes, and it tries to allocate all data pages belonging to the
same file contiguously in one cylinder group. FFS was further improved using I/O
clustering so that small requests to the same track on the disk are merged into
large accesses [75].
Modern file systems, such as BeFS [40], NTFS [97], XFS [117], ext3 [127], and
yFS [140], employ similar disk layout approaches to support the sequential access
of a single file effectively.
2.3.2 Disk Layout Optimized for Metadata Updates
FFS uses carefully ordered synchronous writes to maintain the integrity of the
on-disk metadata structure in the event of system failure. These synchronous
writes are the bottleneck of the file system in metadata-intensive workloads [86]. A
disk check program is used to restore the integrity of metadata after a failure.
Since the whole disk needs to be scanned, the check may require hours for large file
systems.
NVRAM (non-volatile RAM) is used in many storage systems to speed up
synchronous writes and cache bursts of writes [118]. The use of NVRAM also
eliminates the need of a full file system scan after system failure. Since NVRAM is
constrained in size due to its high price, Disk Caching Disk (DCD) [53] employs a
log disk to substitute for NVRAM and achieves similar write performance. The
problem with these two approaches is that they require special hardware, and they
achieve high write performance only in systems with many idle periods.
The Soft Updates approach [37] uses in-memory ordering to eliminate
synchronous writes to metadata while preserving their on-disk consistency.
However, Soft Updates cannot support sophisticated data structures such as
B-trees which are often used in block allocation [117, 140] and
directories [40, 97, 117, 140].
Journaling file systems, such as Be File System [40], ext3 [127], GPFS [104],
JFS [58], NTFS [97], ReiserFS [92], XFS [117], and yFS [140] use a write-ahead log
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to record metadata updates so that the synchronous writes can be eliminated.
Sophisticated data structures such as B-tree can be supported by journaling.
Journaling file systems improve the performance of metadata writes and support
fast recovery after system failure.
Journaling file systems do not speed up the I/O performance for file data. The
writing to the log generates extra disk traffic than Soft Updates since each
metadata update is written twice: one in the write ahead log, one in the original
location of the metadata.
2.3.3 Disk Layout Optimized for Small Writes
FFS and journaling file systems are designed to provide efficient access to
sequential I/O of a single large file. However, most files are small. Moreover, when
multiple users access many files simultaneously in large scale systems, requests
from different users interleave with each other. As a result, requests to disks are
often small I/Os scattered over the disks. This kind of disk I/Os is called random
I/Os. The disk spends most time in moving the disk head to the desired locations
when processing random I/Os. Since most of the read operations can be absorbed
by the file buffer, writes constitute a large proportion of these random I/Os
[32, 113]. Efficiently handling these random writes is crucial to the overall
performance of the system.
The Log-structured File System (LFS) [88, 95, 106] was designed to achieve
good write performance in systems with such random writes. In LFS, the whole
disk is viewed as an append-only log, containing a linked list of segments. Each
segment is a large fixed-size contiguous disk space, typically larger than 0.5MB for
a single disk system1. LFS accumulates individual writes, regardless of which files
they belong to, into a segment-sized contiguous block, which is then written to a
free segment found in the list of available segments. Since data are always written
to new locations, LFS is also called a non-overwrite approach, while the traditional
1In a disk array, a segment should span all disks, and the stripe size on each disk is typically
larger than 0.5MB
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approaches are called Overwrite. Because the disk seek time and rotational latency
are dominated by the long data transfer time when writing large contiguous
segments, the write performance of LFS is better than Overwrite. Moreover,
accumulating small writes into large writes can avoid the write penalty of small
writes in RAID-5 and RDP disk arrays [24, 89].
Since the data are written to the end of the log instead of their original
locations, their old copies are invalidated (called dead pages). As new data are
written to the disk, the disk space can be used up eventually, if these dead pages
are not reclaimed periodically for reuse. The process of reclaiming dead pages is
called segment cleaning, which is performed by a cleaner. The cleaner first selects
some candidate segments for cleaning, then reads these segments into memory, and
finally writes the alive pages of these segments out to empty segments. The space
occupied by the candidate segments can be marked as free after the cleaning. The
selection of segments for cleaning is crucial for the performance of LFS [78, 96].
Segments with an old age and many free spaces are good candidates for cleaning.
Another method to reclaim space from dead pages is called hole-plugging [136]. In
hole-plugging, the cleaner reads the candidate segments into memory, and writes
the alive pages into holes found in other segments. The cost of normal segment
cleaning increases quickly as the disk space utilization becomes high [96], where
hole-plugging becomes the preferred method to reclaim free space [72]. Segment
cleaning can be done as a background activity when the file system is lightly
utilized or has bursty behaviour (background cleaning). This cleaning can also be
performed on-demand when the free segments are almost used up (on-demand
cleaning).
Previous research [106, 108] found that on-demand cleaning adversely impacts
system performance, especially in OLTP environments. Because updated data are
randomly distributed on the disks in such workloads, most segments are fairly full
before cleaning. This makes the segment cleaning overhead very high. Cleaning
has been observed to cause performance degradation of 35%-50% under these
workloads, which makes LFS perform comparably to or sometimes worse than FFS
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with I/O clustering [108].
A number of cleaning strategies have been proposed to improve the
performance of LFS. The adaptive cleaning approach [72] selects between cleaning
and hole-plugging based on current free space presented and workload
characteristics. The heuristic cleaning algorithm [12] determines disk idle periods
and attempts to perform all cleaning during these periods. PROFS [130] attempts
to improve the performance of LFS by placing hot data in the faster zones of the
disks and cold data in the slower zones during the cleaning. Write Anywhere File
Layout (WAFL) [48] and Log-Structured Array (LSA) [77] use LFS and NVRAM
to manage disk layouts. WAFL also maintains multiple snapshots of the file
system. WAFL avoids doing cleaning by plugging data into holes found in
segments. However, when free spaces are not contiguous, the write performance is
compromised. Although NVRAM eliminates writes for keeping the metadata
integrity and improves write performance by absorbing bursts of writes, the high
cleaning cost of LFS is not addressed.
WOLF [131] is a recent proposal to reducing LFS cleaning overhead. WOLF
separates hot and cold pages when they are written to the disks. It usually writes
two segments of data to the disks at one time. Pages are sorted based on their
update frequencies before being inserted into the segment buffers. The rationale is
that the segments containing pages with higher update frequencies will soon
become low-utilized since the pages in them are likely to be updated again in a
short time, thus reducing the cleaning overhead. This approach works well only
when about half of the pages are hot and half are cold, so that they can be written
into separate segments. In other cases, WOLF has little advantage over LFS, as
shown in Section 6.4 (page 137).
2.4 The Buffer Cache Layer
In the buffer cache layer, disk pages are cached in the buffer cache and managed
by a buffer cache management algorithm. The objective of buffer cache
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management is to reduce the number of disk accesses by keeping popular pages in
the buffer cache, thereby reducing the average access time of disk pages.
The buffer cache replacement algorithm is the most crucial part of buffer cache
management. The design of buffer cache replacement algorithms is based on
anticipated characteristics of page reference patterns in the buffer cache, such as
temporal locality, spatial locality, etc. The general reference characteristics and
some specific reference characteristics of typical applications are discussed in
Section 2.4.1. Some existing replacement algorithms are reviewed in Section 2.4.2.
Other issues for buffer cache management are discussed in Section 2.4.3.
2.4.1 Characteristics of References to the Buffer Cache
Understanding the characteristics of references to pages in the buffer cache is a
prerequisite to the design of effective buffer cache replacement algorithms. One or
more of the following typical reference characteristics may be observed in real
workloads:
• Temporal locality : To the extent to which reference patterns exhibit temporal
locality, pages that have been referenced recently tend to be referenced again
in the near future. Temporal locality is observed in many access patterns,
such as program page accesses [29], database accesses [61], CPU cache
accesses [115], and file buffers. Temporal locality is the main design
assumption of many replacement algorithms, which are called locality-based
algorithms.
• Spatial locality : To the extent to which reference patterns exhibit spatial
locality, pages whose addresses are close to recently referenced pages are
likely to be referenced in the near future. This is a common reference pattern
in buffer cache management. Spatial locality can be utilized by using a large
page size. When an item in a page is referenced, the whole page is loaded
into the buffer cache so that references to other items in the same page can
be satisfied without additional disk I/Os. When references exhibit spatial
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locality, it is likely that there will be repeated references to a page once it is
brought into the buffer cache. These references are called correlated
references [8, 60, 84].
• Sequential accesses: In sequential references, pages are referenced once from
the beginning to the end. If the addresses of these pages are consecutive,
prefetching can be used to improve performance. Normally prefetching is not
part of a buffer cache replacement algorithm, but it can be applied to any
replacement algorithm.
• Looping accesses. In looping references, the same set of pages is referenced in
the same order repeatedly. Contrary to the temporal locality pattern, the
most recently accessed page is the one that will be accessed again farthest in
the future. This pattern could cause locality-based algorithms such as LRU
to perform poorly if the loop cannot fit in the buffer cache. For this pattern,
the Most Recently Used (MRU) algorithm, which selects the most recently
accessed page as replacement, achieves the optimal hit ratio.
None of the above assumptions alone can describe well all the reference
patterns that occur in real applications. Algorithms that are designed based on a
single assumption work well only when this assumption holds. To overcome this
problem, some algorithms have been designed based on a combination of several
assumptions.
2.4.2 Replacement Algorithms
Locality-based replacement algorithms make extensive use of the notion of recency
of reference. The recency of reference to a page refers to the “time” that has
passed since the previous reference to the page, where each page reference is
considered as one unit of time. The recency is often used to predict the time when
this page will be referenced next.
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The LRU (Least Recently Used) algorithm is the simplest locality-based
algorithm. When the buffer cache is full and room is needed for a new page, the
page with the largest recency is selected for replacement. LRU can be efficiently
implemented using a linked list with constant time overhead.
LRU performs well in common workloads and is the most popular replacement
algorithm in real systems (e.g., LRU is used in Database 2 [119], ADABAS [105],
MySQL [80], and PostgreSQL [91]). LRU performs poorly, however, when the
temporal locality assumption does not hold. For example:
• When the number of pages in a loop is larger than the size of the buffer,
LRU always replaces the page that will be used the soonest. A better
replacement algorithm would select the page that has just been referenced,
since it will be used the farthest in the future.
• After a burst of accesses to some infrequently used pages, e.g., a sequential
scan, these pages will replace many commonly used pages in the buffer cache.
Many algorithms have been designed to overcome these problems of LRU.
These algorithms use additional information to make better replacement decisions.
Some algorithms use the recency of several past references to a page. Some
algorithms detect the sequential scan and loop patterns and handle them
differently. Some algorithms use frequency of references. Some algorithms detect
or use application-level knowledge. These algorithms are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Categories of Replacement Algorithms
Additional Information Used Replacement Algorithms
Recency of more than one past
references
LRU-K, 2Q, LIRS, ARC, CAR, CART
Sequential scan and loop SEQ, EELRU
Reference frequency LFU, FBR, LRFU
Application knowledge Application Controlled Caching, DEAR,
AFC, UBM, ILRU, OLRU, Hot Set, QLSM
The LRU-K algorithm [84] replaces the page whose kth last reference has the
largest recency. The suggested value of K is 2 [84] and LRU-K is called LRU-2.
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LRU-2 has O(log n) overhead, where n is the size of the buffer cache. 2Q [60] is an
approximation of LRU-2 with constant overhead. LIRS [59] replaces the page
whose difference of recency between the last two references is the largest. ARC [76]
has a similar data structure and idea as 2Q but can dynamically adjust itself
according to workload changes. Since the information of the last several references
of a page is retained in these algorithms, the correlated references to a page caused
by spatial locality can let these algorithms erroneously decide that such a page is
popular in the long term [84]. Tunable parameters are used in LRU-K and 2Q to
filter out correlated references. ARC does not consider correlated references, and
thus its performance can be adversely impacted when correlated references exist.
CART [8] is an improvement of ARC which filters correlated references. LIRS
utilizes the recency of the last reference instead of the reference difference between
the last two references when the former is larger. This mechanism filters correlated
references automatically after the correlated references to a page finish. All these
algorithms can handle sequential access patterns well. LIRS can handle large loops
well, but LRU-2, 2Q, ARC, and CART have similar problems to LRU when
handling large loops.
The SEQ algorithm [41] detects long sequences of access patterns with
consecutive addresses and applies a different replacement algorithm to these
sequences. The early-evict LRU (EELRU) [112] algorithm use the recency
distribution of referenced pages to decide whether to evict a page from some
pre-defined early eviction points, so that pages with smaller recency could be
evicted. Both algorithms can handle the sequential scan and large loop patterns
that LRU cannot handle well.
The Least Frequently Used (LFU) algorithm replaces the page that has been
referenced the least number of times. One problem with LFU is that some pages
may have built very high reference frequency, and therefore cannot be replaced
even after they have not been referenced for a long time. Some variations of LFU
(e.g., LFU∗, LFU-Aging, and LFU∗-Aging) have been proposed to overcome this
problem [6, 93, 137]. Frequency Based Replacement (FBR) [93] is a variant of LFU
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in which recently referenced pages do not accumulate reference counts so that the
correlated references are filtered out. FBR has several parameters that can affect
performance but cannot be tuned easily. The LRFU (Least Recently/Frequently
Used) algorithm [66] combines both the recency and the frequency information of
past references when making replacement decisions. It is like a LFU algorithm
which continuously ages its frequency values. A parameter can be used to control
how fast this aging is, which must be tuned to suit different workloads. All these
frequency based algorithms cannot handle large loops well, because the frequency
information does not help to select the best replacements for looping references.
Since a priority queue is often needed to maintain the frequencies of all pages in
these algorithms, the overhead of LFU and its variants is O(logn), where n is the
size of the buffer cache.
Application-controlled caching [16] uses application-specific knowledge to
improve buffer cache performance. In this algorithm, each application explicitly
specifies the replacement policy and priority of its data. The problem with this
approach is that all applications must be modified to give the hints explicitly. This
increases the burden to application developers and may not be feasible for some
applications. DEAR (DEtection-based Adaptive Replacement) [19] and its
variants Application/File-level Characterization (AFC) [20] and Unified Buffer
Management (UBM) [64] detect typical reference patterns and apply different
replacement policies to different patterns. Four typical reference patterns, i.e.,
sequential pattern, looping pattern, temporal localized pattern, and probabilistic
pattern, can be detected in real time. The DEAR/AFC/UBM approach works well
in applications where each file has a clear reference pattern. A simple reference
pattern does not exist if a file is shared by many processes/threads (which is
typical in database systems).
Because of the regularity of data references in database applications [61, 62],
many replacement algorithms have been proposed for the DBMS buffer cache.
Two replacement algorithms, Inverse LRU (ILRU) and Optimal LRU (OLRU),
were designed to manage index pages which are stored as B+-trees [98]. The level
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of the page in the B+-tree is used to determine how pages are placed in the buffer
cache. ILRU works well in small buffers or when the access to the leaf pages of the
B+-tree are skewed. OLRU works well when the access to the leaf pages of the
B+-tree are evenly distributed. The Hot Set model [99] analyzes the execution plan
of a query to find the amount of buffers required to fit the looping pattern, which
is called the Hot Set. The Query Locality Set Model (QLSM) model [21] advances
the idea of Hot Set and identifies several access patterns found in the query
execution plan. Different replacement policies are used for different access patterns.
The Hot Set model and the QLSM model can be used to make load control and
prefetch decisions for the buffer cache [15, 34, 67]. In many database workloads,
multiple concurrent queries access shared data and their reference behaviours
overlap in complex ways. These algorithms do not work well in such a situation.
In virtual memory, the buffer cache hit must be handled by hardware. The
overhead of the replacement algorithms discussed above is too high to be used
directly in virtual memory management. The CLOCK algorithm is an
approximation of LRU that can be used in virtual memory. CLOCK uses a
reference bit to remember whether a page is referenced recently. Some variants of
the CLOCK algorithms, such as the Generalized CLOCK (GCLOCK) and the
Dynamic GCLOCK (DGCLOCK), use more than one bit for each page to help
make better replacement decisions [31, 82], but workload-specific tuning is often
required for such algorithms. CLOCK performs similarly to LRU and suffers the
same problems as LRU. Clock with Adaptive Replacement (CAR) [8] uses
CLOCK to approximate ARC. CAR with Temporal filtering (CART) is a variant
of CAR that filters correlated references [8]. CAR and CART perform similarly to
ARC and, like ARC, cannot handle large loops well. CLOCK can be modified to
approximate LFU with much lower overhead. The basic idea is to associate each
page with a counter to record the number of times the page is referenced. Linux
uses this algorithm to manage its virtual memory [30].
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2.4.3 Other Issues of Buffer Cache Management
Cache Partitioning
Traditional algorithms such as LRU consider all pages in the buffer when selecting
a candidate for replacement. These algorithms are called global algorithms.
Another category of algorithm divides the buffer cache into several partitions.
When a replacement is needed, only pages in the same partition are considered,
and so the behaviour of one partition does not affect the other partitions. Optimal
sizes for all partitions can be selected based on the marginal gain of each buffer
cache [116]. Marginal gain is the increase of number of hits of a partition when a
buffer is added to this partition. When the marginal gains of all partitions are the
same, the partition allocation is optimal. Cache partitioning needs to work
together with a global algorithm (or several global algorithms) to manage each
partition.
Self-tuning in Buffer Cache Management
Because of the complexity of real systems, the effective configuration and tuning of
any management algorithm is a significant challenge for the administrators. Some
goal-oriented self-tuning algorithms have been proposed to ease the task. In a
DBMS, response time goals are first specified by the administrator. The buffer
cache is then partitioned. Goal-oriented self-tuning algorithms can be used to
dynamically adjust the partition sizes to meet the response time goal [13, 23]. The
algorithm collects system states periodically and adjusts the buffer cache allocated
for each transaction class. Response time goals of different transaction classes must
be specified by the administrator, which could be difficult in complex systems.
2.5 Mixing the Layers
The storage subsystem is divided into different layers. The lower layer hides its
implementation details and provides a simple interface to the upper layer. Each
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layer cannot make assumptions about how other layers work beyond the given
interface. This design philosophy is commonly seen in the design of network
protocol stacks and complex software systems. The cost of a layered design is
somewhat compromised performance. If the higher layer knows more details about
the lower layer, or vice versa, informed decisions can often be made to achieve
better performance. Many approaches were proposed in storage management to
utilize information of other layers. They are discussed in Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.
The difficulties of mixing layers are discussed in Section 2.5.3.
2.5.1 Using Lower Layer Knowledge
Disks communicate with the upper layer using a simple protocol. The starting
logical block number and the number of blocks to be read or written are given to
the disks, and the notification of operation completion and the data (if this is a
read request) are returned to the upper layer. Disks are highly sophisticated and
intelligent under this simple interface [3, 54, 100].
Static information such as track boundaries, and dynamic information such as
disk head position, seek time and rotational latency of the next request, can help
the upper layer utilize the disk more effectively. If an extent is placed within a disk
track (called a track-aligned extent), the access to it is much faster than
track-unaware extents [101]. Carefully placement of data with the knowledge of
track boundaries also allows efficient access to both contiguous and certain
non-contiguous blocks [102]. As a result, dramatic performance improvements can
be achieved in certain applications [101, 102].
The freeblock scheduling algorithm uses detailed dynamic information of the
disk to effectively utilize unused disk bandwidth for background requests without
affecting foreground requests [70, 71, 120]. This algorithm utilizes the rotational
latency between foreground requests opportunistically to serve background
requests. These background requests may be served out-of-order. The detailed
characteristics of some disks can be automatically extracted [100] and utilized for
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freeblock scheduling outside of disk firmware [70].
Virtual log utilizes the head position to improve performance of small
synchronous writes [132]. Similar to LFS, virtual log writes data to a new location.
Unlike LFS, it selects the new location based on the current position of the disk
head to minimize seek time and rotational latency. Since virtual log can utilize any
free space on the disk, no garbage collection activity is required.
When the information inside a disk array is exposed, the file system can be
built to utilize this information to achieve better flexibility, reliability,
manageability, and performance [27].
2.5.2 Using Upper Layer Knowledge
Data that appears to be the same in the lower layer may represent different
entities in the upper layer. For example, a disk block in a storage server (the lower
layer) may represent file data, a directory, an inode, a bitmap or a free block in a
file server (the upper layer). This extra information is called the semantics of the
upper layer. When these semantics are known, the lower layer can often act
appropriately to achieve better performance and functionality. The
semantically-smart disk [111] infers the on-disk structures of the file system
running in the upper layer, and detects the semantics of the file system operations
automatically. These semantics can then be used to make better decisions, such as
allocating files within track-aligned extents, caching the metadata of files, or
securely delete files. When the disk array understands the on-disk structures of the
file system, the key metadata and the frequently used files of the file system can be
duplicated to a high degree to achieve high availability [110].
Multiple levels of buffer caches are often used in storage management. The
upper level buffer cache greatly changes the characteristics of the references to the
lower level buffer cache [137]. The DEMOTE approach was proposed to let the
two buffer caches work together, so that the lower level cache knows what pages
have been evicted from the upper level cache [138]. DEMOTE requires changes to
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the communication protocol between the upper level and lower level.
The approaches discussed in Section 2.5.1 can be implemented inside the disks.
Disks containing these extra logic are called active disks [1] or intelligent disks [63].
This kind of smart storage can be used to perform general processing, such as
database queries [50] and image filtering [55].
2.5.3 Difficulties of Mixing Layers
Although mixing the layers can bring dramatic performance improvement, these
approaches have their difficulties. The first difficulty is the increased complexity.
Mixing the layers somewhat compromises the main advantage of using layered
design: reducing complexity. Increased complexity translates to higher
development and test cost. Since the layers depend on each other’s internal details,
one change within a layer may break components in other layers. Some approaches
for mixing the layers use other than standard protocol between layers, which
increases the difficulty of deployment.
Knowledge of static elements of the other layer, such as the track boundary in
a disk, is relatively easy and safe to obtain. However, knowledge of dynamic
elements, such as the disk head position, is much harder to get. As modern disks
become more and more sophisticated, predicting the activity of disks outside of
disk firmware is becoming a challenge [54]. One difficulty for embedding extra logic
in disk firmware to utilize the knowledge of dynamic elements of the disk is that a
disk may be used stand-alone, or may be part of a disk array. When a disk is part
of a disk array, the array controller is a better place to embed this extra logic, but
the knowledge of the dynamic elements of the disk, such as the disk head position,
is again not available at the array controller.
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Chapter 3
Research Methodology
Storage management in large scale systems is complex. It is difficult to analyze an
existing algorithm, let alone implement a new one and evaluate it, in a real system.
Modeling and simulation are two cost-effective alternatives. By modeling the key
components of a system mathematically, important insights can be gained, and
this can also shed light on possible solutions. A wide range of workloads and
system configurations can be tested easily in a simulator, and various algorithms
can be implemented and evaluated with much less effort than in a real system.
For this thesis research, a blend of direct experimentation, trace-driven
simulation, and modeling was used. First, direct experimentation was used to
understand how the real system behaves. Analytical models and simulators were
then built to simulate key parts of the storage subsystem. The models and
simulators were validated against the real system, and new algorithms were
analyzed in the models and evaluated in the simulators. Different simulators, and
analytical models were used to study different aspects of the storage subsystem.
The validation and verification of them are discussed separately in Chapters 4, 5,
and 6.
In the rest of this chapter, Section 3.1 describes the basic characteristics of
typical workloads studied in this thesis. Section 3.2 discusses the characteristics of
the TPC-C benchmark, which is an important workload in this research.
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3.1 Typical Workloads
Understanding the basic workload characteristics of the storage subsystem is a
prerequisite to studying its performance. The workloads presented to the storage
subsystem can be classified roughly into database workloads and file server
workloads. Since storage servers often sit below other applications which already
employ large buffer caches, such as database servers or file servers, the requests to
a storage server may already have been filtered by upper layer buffer caches, and
so may exhibit different characteristics [137, 138, 141]. These three categories of
workloads are discussed separately in the following subsections.
3.1.1 Database Workloads
Database servers support a wide range of applications. They can be classified
roughly into two classes: on-line transaction processing (OLTP) systems and
decision support systems (DSS). DSSs are also called on-line analytical processing
(OLAP) systems. Real database applications have the properties of both [51]. As
a new way of doing business through the Internet, e-commerce applications play an
increasingly important role in database applications. The database workloads in
e-commerce applications can be viewed as a mix of OLTP and decision support
workloads [33].
Since real database workloads are hard to obtain, benchmarks were used as the
database workloads in this research. The TPC benchmarks developed by the
Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC) [124] are widely accepted for
testing the performance of database systems under various benchmarks.
3.1.1.1 OLTP Workloads
OLTP workload is important in large database systems. OLTP applications are
used in many industries for data entry and data retrieval transactions. OLTP is
the cornerstone by which a great deal of modern business is done.
Most OLTP transactions are quite simple. The execution time of each
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transaction is short (typically within a second), and there are upper bound
requirements for response time. An OLTP application has many terminals
connected to one or more central database servers through a network as shown in
Figure 3.1. The client/server model is typically used for OLTP applications.
Different terminals initiate various transactions to the server independently. The
database on the server is updated frequently by these transactions. These updates
are typically small and to random places of the disks. Because of the I/O-intensive
nature of OLTP applications, the storage subsystem is often the performance
bottleneck. The two major design challenges for the storage subsystem to achieve
good performance for OLTP applications lie in the buffer cache layer and the disk
layout layer. The buffer cache of the DBMS must be managed effectively to reduce
the number of disk accesses. Since most reads are absorbed by the buffer cache,
random updates make up a large proportion of requests to disks. The disk layout
must be organized to handle the random updates efficiently. The TPC-C
benchmark [124], which is a standard benchmark representing OLTP workloads, is
used in this thesis to study the performance of storage management under OLTP
workloads.
Network
TerminalTerminal Terminal
Database Server
OLTP transactions
Figure 3.1: Architecture of an OLTP Application
3.1.1.2 Decision Support Workloads
In a DSS, users query business data to get answers to critical business questions.
In decision support workloads, complex queries are used to search a large amount
of data in the database. The execution time of each query is long (from tens of
seconds to several hours), and the queries mainly read the database sequentially.
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The storage subsystem can easily achieve its maximum transfer bandwidth under
such I/O patterns. The performance bottleneck of DSS is often the CPU
computation power instead of the storage. The TPC-H benchmark [124] represents
an ad hoc decision support workload, which means no advance knowledge of the
queries is available. The DBT3 benchmark developed by the Open Source
Development Lab [26] is a simplified implementation of the TPC-H benchmark,
and this is used as the workload when studying the performance of the buffer
cache layer.
3.1.1.3 E-commerce Workloads
E-commerce is a new way of selling products or services through the Internet.
Customers access an e-commerce web site from their web browsers. A typical
e-commerce system contains a back-end database server and several front-end
servers, including web servers, web caches, and image servers. Figure 3.2 shows a
typical structure of an e-commerce environment. The web servers provide web
pages to browsers. The image servers provide images to browsers. The web cache
servers cache the search results of client requests to reduce the load on the
database server. The back-end database server stores the information of customers
and products and processes user transactions.
Current network load-balancing technology makes it very easy to add front-end
servers when they become a bottleneck of the system [17]. It is much more difficult
to use more than one database server, however, since distributed database systems
are hard to build and manage. In a typical e-commerce system, front-end servers
are built on many cheap machines, while the database server is built on a very
expensive machine. In many large e-commerce configurations [126], the cost of the
database server hardware represents 30% to 65% of the total hardware cost,
although there is one database server but several dozens of front-end servers.
Therefore, improving the performance of the database server can greatly reduce
the total cost of the system.
The primary function of the web cache is to reduce the load on the database
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Figure 3.2: E-commerce Environment
server. In e-commerce web sites, customers can search for products or services by
sending complex queries to the database server. The search results of these queries
are cached in the web cache after being generated by the database server. These
cached results can satisfy some subsequent search requests (even from other users)
without contacting the database server again. Without dynamic caches, the
database server can easily become a performance bottleneck. When customers buy
products or services, the transactions sent to the database server are not
cacheable, since they contain updates to the database, which cannot be used by
other customers and must be processed by the database server within a strict
response time bound. These simple transactions are similar to the transactions in
OLTP workloads. As dynamic cache technology improves, more query results can
be cached at web caches, and the workload seen by the database server is more like
OLTP. The TPC-W benchmark [124] is designed to represent such workloads and
is used as the e-commerce workload when studying the buffer cache layer.
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3.1.2 File Server Workloads
File servers support a wide range of applications. The characteristics of file system
activities depend on the type of applications running on it. File servers are
supporting more users, higher data rates, more files, and more space as time goes
on [7, 87]. Studies of file system workloads exhibit some common characteristics
despite these changes [7, 32, 87, 94, 129]:
• Most accesses are to small files, while most bytes are from big files.
• A large proportion of file blocks die quickly (within seconds or several
minutes).
• Most accesses to files are sequential accesses, but are to small files.
• A large proportion of bytes are accessed randomly.
• As the file client employs larger caches, significantly more writes are observed
at the file server [32].
The presence of client cache increases the proportion of writes in the server and
changes the temporal locality characteristics of requests to the file server buffer
cache [36], which affects the design of the buffer cache replacement algorithm used
in file servers.
3.1.3 Storage Server Workloads
Storage servers typically run under file servers and/or database servers. Because of
the use of buffer cache in the file servers and database servers, the requests to
storage servers exhibit different characteristics [36, 113, 137, 138, 141]:
• Since many reads are cached by upper level buffer caches, write requests
make up a large proportion of the total requests. Some traces contain more
writes than reads [113].
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• Much less temporal locality is observed in the requests to the buffer cache of
storage servers than is observed in upper level buffer caches, since these
requests are misses of upper level caches. Recency-based algorithms such as
LRU that are designed to utilize temporal locality, will therefore perform
poorly, while frequency based algorithms show advantages [137].
3.2 TPC-C Workload Characterization
3.2.1 Overview of TPC-C
The TPC-C benchmark models the order processing operations of a wholesale
supplier with some geographically distributed sales districts and associated
warehouses. The business environment is illustrated in Figure 3.3. In the TPC-C
benchmark, the number of warehouses is a variable which determines the scale of
the benchmark. Each warehouse has 10 sales districts and each district serves 3000
customers. The supplier has 100,000 items for sale. The initial size of one
warehouse is about 100M bytes data.
100,000 items
Customer
1, 2, ..., 3000
Customer
1, 2, ..., 3000
Customer
1, 2, ..., 3000
Customer
1, 2, ..., 3000
Customer
1, 2, ..., 3000
Customer
1, 2, ..., 3000
District 1 District 10 District 1 District 10District 1 District 10
Warehouse 2 Warehouse WWarehouse 1
Figure 3.3: TPC-C Business Environment
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Five basic transactions that represent essential features of the application are
defined by the benchmark. These are listed in Table 3.1. When the benchmark is
run, performance is expressed in terms of transactions per minute, defined as the
number of New Order transactions completed per minute.
Table 3.1: TPC-C Transactions
Transaction Characteristic Percentage
New Order read-write, mid-weight 45%
Payment read-write, light-weight 43%
Order Status read only, mid-weight 4%
Delivery read-write 4%
Stock Level read only 4%
The database of the TPC-C benchmark consists of nine tables. The
relationships among these tables are defined in the entity-relationship diagram in
Figure 3.4 [124].
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Figure 3.4: TPC-C Tables and their Relationships [124]
The numbers in the entity blocks represent the number of rows of that table.
The size of most tables scales with the number of warehouses W . The number
next to each relationship arrow represents the cardinality of that relationship
(average number of children per parent). The plus (+) symbol indicates more rows
will be added to the table as the benchmark runs.
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In order to simulate the skewness of the distribution of accesses in real
applications, a non-uniformly distributed random number generator is used to
populate the database and generate transactions. This non-uniform random
function NURandA(x, y) is defined as:
NURandA(x, y) = ((rnd(0, 2
A − 1)|rnd(x, y)) + C) mod (y − x + 1) + x,
where:
1. a|b stands for the bitwise logical OR operation between a and b.
2. a mod b stands for a modulo b.
3. rnd(a, b) stands for a randomly selected uniformly distributed number within
[a, b].
4. C is a random constant in the interval [0, A] that does not affect the
distribution of the numbers but affects the “hot” values of the generated
numbers. The TPC-C documentation states that C must be selected so that
it does not alter performance.
5. A is a constant that can affect the skewness of the distribution of the random
numbers generated. The logical OR of rnd(0, 2A − 1) affects the lowest A
bits of the value returned by rnd(x, y). Each of these affected bits is the
logical OR of two bits from two uniformly distributed random numbers
(rnd(0, 2A − 1) and rnd(x, y)). Table 3.2 shows that the probability of value
“1” is 75%, and the probability of value “0” is 25%, which makes the numbers
generated by NURand non-uniformly distributed. The larger the value of A,
the more skewed the distribution that the NURand function generates.
Table 3.2: Logical OR of Two Bits
a b a|b
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
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When each district is populated with 3,000 customers, 1000 unique random last
names are used for the first 1000 customers and the NURand8(0, 999) function is
used to select a name from these 1000 names for the remaining 2000 customers.
Figure 3.5 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the access
skewness of the last names after the initial database population. The most popular
last name is used by 60 customers. The cross in the figure shows that 21% of the
last names are used by 60% of the customers.
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Figure 3.5: Access Skewness of Last Names
During the execution of the benchmark, when the Item table is accessed by the
New Order, Payment, and Order Status transactions, the item ID is selected using
the NURand13(1, 100000) function. When a customer is selected from the
Customer table by a New Order transaction, the NURand10(1, 3000) function is
used to select a random customer ID. When a customer is selected by the
Payment or Order Status transaction, it is selected by the last name generated by
the NURand8(0, 999) function 60% of the time, and selected by the customer id
generated by the NURand10(1, 3000) function 40% of the time. The distributions
of the access skewness of customers and items referenced by the TPC-C
transactions are shown in Figure 3.6. The item ID distribution is more skewed
than the customer ID distribution. As shown in the figure, 16% of the item IDs
contribute 80% of the references, and 33% of the customer IDs contribute 80% of
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the references.
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Figure 3.6: Access Skewness of Item IDs and Client IDs
3.2.2 System Configuration and Trace Collection
In order to measure performance results and collect traces, TPC-C was configured
to run on an IBM PC Server 704 in the DISCUS laboratory at the University of
Saskatchewan. At the time this research was done, this machine was configured
with 4 PentiumPro 200MHz processors, 512 MB of memory and 12 4.3GB hard
disks attached to two PCI Wide Ultra SCSI-2 buses. The data transfer rate of
each SCSI bus was 40MB per second. 10 disks were IBM ST34571WC, and 2 disks
were IBM DCHS04Y. All these disks have a rotational speed of 7200RPM, and an
average seek time of 7.5ms (DCHS04Y) or 10ms (ST34571WC). The DBMS was
IBM DB2 for Windows, version 7.1.0. The number of warehouses in the TPC-C
database was 50.
The buffer cache in DB2 employs a fix/unfix mechanism for requesting
pages [31]. When the upper layer needs to access a page, it sends a fix request to
the buffer cache. The page is read from the disk if it is not yet in the buffer cache.
The address of the page in the buffer cache is returned to the upper layer as the
result of the fix request. After a page is fixed, it cannot be evicted from the buffer
cache until an unfix request of this page is received. As shown in Figure 3.7, a
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trace point was placed between the upper layer of the DBMS and the buffer cache
to catch all buffer cache fix/unfix requests when running the TPC-C benchmark.
The tracing package was ported from one developed by Hsu [51, 52].
Fix/Unfix
Trace point
Buffer Cache
TPC−C
Upper DBMS Layer
DBMS
Disks
Figure 3.7: Trace Collection Point
All necessary information related to buffer cache requests was recorded in the
trace file. Table 3.3 presents the important fields of a trace record. The fix mode
defines two kinds of fix: exclusive and shared. If a page is fixed in the exclusive
mode, it can be read and updated during the fix period. A page can have at most
one exclusive fix at any time. If a page is fixed in the shared mode, it can be read
but not updated during the fix period. A page can be fixed in shared mode by
many threads at the same time. The collected trace has about 200 million
requests, 84% of which are reads. About 1 million distinct pages (page size is
4KB) are referenced in the trace. 60 users were used for the TPC-C benchmark
when collecting the trace.
Since temporal locality is one of the most important properties for the design
of buffer cache replacement algorithms, the temporal locality in the TPC-C
workload is analyzed in the rest of this chapter.
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Table 3.3: Important Fields of the Trace
Field Value
type the type of the request, must be either fix or unfix
user id the user who sends the request
object type the type of the requested page, must be either
index or data
table id the id of the table to which the requested page
belongs
page number the logical page number of the requested page
fix mode (only for fix) exclusive or share
modified (only for unfix) whether or not this page has been modified
3.2.3 Reference Characteristics in the TPC-C Benchmark
The reference characteristics of different tables and objects (data and indexes)
were studied. The LRU stack depth was used to study the reference characteristics
of a particular trace. To measure the LRU stack depth, all referenced pages are
ordered by their recency of reference. For each reference, the LRU stack is
searched for the requested page. If it is found, the LRU stack depth of this
reference is the number of pages that have smaller recency than this page. This
page is then moved to the top of the stack. If the referenced page is not found in
the stack, the LRU stack depth of this reference is infinite, which happens only
when the page is first referenced.
If a page is referenced twice in succession, an immediate re-reference is noted.
For most buffer cache replacement algorithm, immediate re-references are always
cache hits and so they do not change the behaviour of the buffer cache. Immediate
re-references make the temporal locality of the trace appear better than it actually
is. Therefore, immediate re-references were removed from the trace before the
following analysis was done.
The cumulative distribution function of the LRU stack-depth probability F (x)
is used to describe the reference behaviour of the trace, where x is the LRU stack
depth. For a buffer cache of size x, F (x) is also the buffer cache hit ratio if the
buffer cache is managed by the LRU algorithm. A more skewed F (x) distribution
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implies higher buffer cache hit ratio of the trace. The skewness of F (x) can be
caused either by the temporal locality of references, or by the skewed access
probability of references.
3.2.4 Single-user Workload Characteristics
In the TPC-C benchmark, reference characteristics do not change over time, and
all users have identical characteristics. There are about 3.3 million trace records
for every user. Preliminary analyses of the traces found that the first 250,000
records of a user have similar characteristics as the whole trace of this user. Thus
only the first 250,000 trace records of the first user are used for the analyses
presented in this subsection to reduce the computation resources required.
3.2.4.1 Overall Characteristics
Figure 3.8 shows the LRU stack depth distribution of a single user referencing
about 10,000 pages. The cumulative LRU stack depth is about 80% when the
buffer cache size is only 1000. This implies that the overall trace can achieve high
hit ratio on a small buffer cache. The rightmost point of the line in the figure
indicates that about 85% of the page references have finite LRU stack depth.
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Figure 3.8: The LRU Stack Depth for a Single User
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3.2.4.2 Characteristics of Different Tables
There are nine tables in the TPC-C benchmark (see Figure 3.4 on page 42). The
references to each table are extracted from the trace so that their LRU stack depth
distribution can be studied separately. The results show that different tables
exhibit different degrees of skewness in their cumulative LRU stack depth
distributions. The nine tables are organized into three categories in Table 3.4 to
focus the following discussions.
Table 3.4: Tables with Different LRU Stack Depth Distributions
Table Skewness of Cumulative LRU Stack
Depth Distribution
Warehouse, OrderLine High
District, Item, NewOrder, Order, Stock Medium
History, Customer Low
Figure 3.9 shows the LRU stack depth of the Warehouse and OrderLine tables,
which have high skewness in their cumulative LRU stack depth distribution.
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Figure 3.9: The LRU Stack Depth of the Warehouse and OrderLine Tables
For Warehouse, no stack depth greater than 50 was found, because this table
has only 50 pages. Many transactions access the same record of the warehouse
table for many times during its execution, which makes the cumulative LRU stack
depth distribution of this table highly skewed.
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In OrderLine, more than 80% of the references have stack depth less than 5. In
one New-Order transaction, several new records are inserted into OrderLine. These
records might be searched in several other transactions. As a result, OrderLine has
highly skewed cumulative LRU stack depth distribution.
Five tables (District, Item, NewOrder, Order, and Stock) have medium
skewness in their cumulative LRU stack depth distribution. Their LRU stack
depth plots have similar shape. For clarity, the data for only three tables (Item,
Order and Stock) are plotted in Figure 3.10. The references to the Item table are
non-uniformly distributed random accesses. Its skewed cumulative LRU stack
depth distribution is due to the skewed distribution of the accesses as shown in
Figure 3.6 (page 45).
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Figure 3.10: The LRU Stack Depth of the Item, Stock and Order Tables
Figure 3.11 shows the cumulative LRU stack depth distribution of History and
Customer, both of which have low skewness in their cumulative LRU stack depth
distribution. This figure shows that in the History table, about 80% of its
references have infinite stack depth. This is because data are appended at the end
of the History table and are not accessed again in the TPC-C benchmark. 45% of
the references to Customer have infinite stack depth. Customer is characterized by
non-uniformly distributed references. It exhibits low skewness in the cumulative
LRU stack depth distribution because the non-uniform random function used for
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the Customer table has low skewness (see Figure 3.6) and the Customer table is
very big.
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Figure 3.11: The LRU Stack Depth of the History and Customer Tables
Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 show a sharp increase in the cumulative LRU stack
depth for almost all tables when the buffer size is less than 5 pages, which is
reflected as the “knee” in the figures. Since one page contains many table rows or
index values, the upper layer of a DBMS typically accesses a database page several
times during a short interval. These references are correlated references, and the
period that correlated references occur is called the period of correlated references.
The sharp increase in the cumulative LRU stack depth is caused by correlated
references. This sharp increase does not reflect the real access probability of the
page references in the long term. Therefore, it is important to treat the correlated
references differently than other references when designing buffer cache
replacement algorithms. In the LRU-K algorithm [84], a parameter is used to
define the period of correlated references so that re-references occurring in this
period are not counted as the kth last reference to the page. In the 2Q
algorithm [60], the length of the short term queue reflects the estimation of the
period of correlated references. In the CART algorithm [8], the length of the L1
queue reflects the estimation of the period of correlated references.
As shown in figures of this subsection, different tables often have different
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reference characteristics. This is caused by the different ways the applications
operate on the tables. If the data in a table are accessed in a highly skewed manner
(as in Item), the high popularity of references to the hot data can cause highly
skewed cumulative LRU stack depth distribution. The reference behaviour of each
table can guide the partitioning of the buffer cache. Tables with similar skewness
of their cumulative LRU stack depth distribution can get a high hit ratio with a
small buffer cache. The hit ratio will not increase much if more buffer cache space
is given to these tables. On the other hand, the hit ratio of tables with less skewed
cumulative LRU stack depth distribution will keep increasing even when the buffer
cache is large. This suggests that tables with skewed cumulative LRU stack depth
distribution should be put into a small partition, and tables with less skewed
cumulative LRU stack depth distribution should be put into a large partition.
3.2.4.3 Characteristics of Data And Indexes
The structures of data pages and index pages are different. Data pages have a
linear structure, and are often stored sequentially on disks. Index pages employ
the B+ tree structure to facilitate fast search by key values. Accesses to index
pages always start from the root and go through all levels of the tree until either
the search fails or the appropriate leaf is reached. Therefore, different referencing
behaviour is expected on data pages and index pages.
Figure 3.12 shows the stack depth distribution for references to data pages and
index pages. 70% of references to data pages have infinite stack depth, while the
cumulative LRU stack depth distribution of the index pages is much more skewed.
Analysis of the reference behaviour for data pages and index pages can guide
the partitioning of the buffer cache. Because data pages and index pages have
different reference behaviour, they could be put into different partitions of a buffer
cache and managed separately.
Recall that Figure 3.11 shows that references to the Customer table have low
skewness in their cumulative LRU stack depth distribution. The data pages and
the index pages are studied separately and their LRU stack depth distributions are
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Figure 3.12: The LRU Stack Depth of Data and Indexes
shown in Figure 3.13. Nearly all the data pages have infinite stack depth while the
index pages have shape similar to that of all index pages. In fact, all index pages
have similar access patterns regardless the table they belong to. Note that if a
larger size of the sample is studied, the percentage of data pages that have infinite
stack depth may decrease, although the shape of the line is expected to be similar.
3.2.5 Multi-user Workload Characteristics
All the above analyses are based on the requests generated by a single user. When
many users use the DBMS at the same time, as in the case of the TPC-C
benchmark, different users share pages of the same database. The aggregate
reference behaviour is affected by this sharing. Since the workload does not change
over time, the first 100,000 requests sent by each user formed the basis of the
following analyses.
Figure 3.14 shows the LRU stack depth of the overall reference trace for 1 user
and 60 users. When the buffer cache is larger than 125 pages, the hit ratio of the
trace with 60 users is similar to that of the trace with 1 user. This is because all
users in the TPC-C benchmark access the database in the same pattern as defined
by the non-uniform random generator.
As in the single user case, the sharp increase in the buffer cache hit ratio at
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Figure 3.13: The LRU Stack Depth of the Customer Table
[ Figure 3.13(b) is a zoom in of Figure 3.13(a) so that the line of Customer(Data)
is visible. ]
small buffer cache sizes (less than 125 pages) in Figure 3.14 indicates that there
are correlated references. Since the correlated references from different users
interleave with each other, the period of correlated references increases when the
number of users increases. This can be seen in the figure where the knee occurs at
a larger buffer cache size. If the buffer cache replacement algorithm needs to
estimate the period of correlated references (e.g., LRU-K and 2Q), this parameter
should be tuned according to the workload to get good performance.
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Figure 3.14: The LRU Stack Depth for Sixty Users
3.2.6 Summary
This section presents the results from an analysis of the reference behaviour of the
TPC-C benchmark. Correlated references exist in most tables. The period of
correlated references is affected by the type of references to tables, type of objects
(data or index), and number of users. If the period of correlated references is used
as a parameter in the buffer cache replacement algorithm (as it is in LRU-K and
2Q), this parameter should be tuned according to these factors.
Different tables exhibit different reference behaviour, depending on how the
data are accessed by the applications. The data pages and index pages also exhibit
different reference behaviour. The index pages of all tables have similar reference
behaviour. The reference behaviour of different tables and the data/index pages
suggest that the buffer cache can be partitioned to group pages with similar
properties into one partition.
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Chapter 4
Self-tuning of Buffer Cache Management
Tuning a buffer cache management algorithm to achieve good performance in a
real system is often complex. Many parameters must be turned according to the
workload and system configuration. Such tuning is often difficult, however, and in
many cases can be done only by trial and error.
This chapter investigates the tuning of buffer cache management in the context
of a specific DBMS, IBM DB2 7.1.0 for Windows. Because OLTP workloads have
high I/O demand, buffer cache management is crucial to the performance in OLTP
systems. The TPC-C benchmark, which represents an OLTP workload, is used as
the workload. Although a specific system and benchmark workload were used in
this study, the methodology used is generalizable and can be applied to other
systems and workloads.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses the
buffer cache management algorithm being studied. Section 4.2 presents the
methodology used. Sections 4.3 studies the I/O activities in the buffer cache and
the impact of important parameters in buffer cache management. Section 4.4
describe a new self-tuning algorithm to automatically tune the page cleaning
activity of buffer cache management. Section 4.5 presents simulation results of the
performance of the new algorithm. Section 4.6 summarizes the chapter.
4.1 Buffer Cache Management Overview
Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the DB2 buffer cache, which is managed by a
replacement algorithm and a page cleaning algorithm. Since many users can use
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DB2 simultaneously, there is one database clerk (a thread or a process)
corresponding to each active user. Each clerk processes that user’s queries and
accesses database pages in the buffer cache.
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Figure 4.1: The Structure of the Buffer Cache
When a new page needs to be read into a full buffer cache, the replacement
algorithm must select a page for replacement. When a page is selected, its status is
checked; if it is clean (i.e., unchanged since it was fetched into cache), the space it
occupies can be used immediately, but if it is dirty (i.e., changed), a synchronous
write must take place before the user clerk can fetch the new page. This is a
blocking activity that seriously impacts performance.
In addition to synchronous writes, DB2 also uses page cleaners to perform
asynchronous writes to maintain a pool of free pages for replacement. It does this
to avoid the blocking inherent in synchronous writes. Each page cleaner manages a
subset of the dirty pages as shown in Figure 4.1. All page cleaners are asleep
initially. When a page cleaner wakes up, it collects some dirty pages and writes
them to disk. Since the writes generated by page cleaners are performed
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asynchronously, the user clerks are not blocked for the writes. Thus the user clerks
can continue to request buffer cache pages from the buffer cache while
asynchronous writing is taking place.
Because read latency is reduced when free pages are available for incoming
pages, the page cleaning speed can affect system throughput significantly. The
page cleaning speed can be controlled by the number of page cleaners, which can
be set by the database administrator before the database application starts.
Simulation results presented later in this section show that tuning the number of
page cleaners to a proper value can improve system throughput by as much as
19%. If this parameter is manually tuned, when the system configuration or
workload changes (e.g., more disks or memory are used, the database becomes
larger, or more users are using the system), the tuning must be performed again.
Moreover, because of the complexity of different workloads, manual tuning usually
is done by experiments, which is difficult for the following reasons:
• A workload of sufficient length must be available to determine how the
system performs under a particular setting.
• Each performance “experiment” must run long enough to skip the buffer
cache warmup period and to eliminate statistical fluctuations resulting from
short-term transient effects.
• The database must contain enough data to provide a realistic operating
environment.
4.2 Methodology
Both simulation and measurement were used to study the tuning of the buffer
cache management. As was stated in Section 3.2.1 (page 41), the performance
metric of interest is throughput, measured as the number of New Order
transactions completed per minute.
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4.2.1 System Configuration and Experimental Setup
A TPC-C test environment was configured on the PC Server 704 described in
Section 3.2.2 (page 45). A TPC-C database with 50 warehouses was created with a
size of about 5GB. One dedicated disk of the machine is used for the log file of
DB2. The buffer cache of DB2 can be configured up to 440MB, which is large
compared to the size of the database used. The database can be created across
from 3 to 11 physical disks. To get the best performance, software RAID-0
managed by Windows NT instead of RAID-5 was used to organize multiple disks.
In the experiments, the number of disks used by the TPC-C database was 11 and
the size of the buffer cache was 380MB, unless otherwise stated.
When the TPC-C benchmark is running, new data are appended to the
database. Therefore, the database becomes larger which impacts the system
throughput adversely. In order to fairly compare the throughput under different
configurations, the database was backed up after the TPC-C database is first
populated, and was restored to the initial state before each measurement session.
Each measurement session lasted for 30 minutes. Only the throughput values when
the system enters stable state were used to calculate the average throughput. The
coefficient of variance of the throughput values, i.e., the ratio of the standard
deviation over the average, is less than 0.03.
Since the focus of this study is server performance, remote terminal emulators
required by TPC-C were not used to generate the transactions. Instead, all
transactions were generated on the DBMS server by a TPC-C driver program. The
think time between transactions was removed to test the maximum throughput
that the DBMS can achieve. A TPC-C driver program developed by IBM’s
Toronto Software Laboratory was used. When the TPC-C benchmark is running,
60 users send OLTP transactions to the DBMS.
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4.2.2 The Buffer Cache Simulator
A buffer cache simulator was written to simulate DB2’s buffer cache management
algorithm and the disk subsystem [133]. An event-driven architecture was used in
the simulator. Different components of the simulator communicate through events.
Figure 4.2 shows the components and the main event types. The four basic
components are:
• The Buffer Cache Manager contains the basic buffer cache management
algorithm. It manages the placement and replacement of the buffer cache
pages. It accepts the fix and unfix events, and sends out the read and
synchronous write (SyncWrite) I/O events. It also notifies Page Cleaners to
start cleaning by sending StartCleaning events.
• The Page Cleaner manages the page cleaning of the buffer cache. It accepts
StartCleaning events and performs page cleaning on the dirty pages of the
buffer cache. There can be more than one page cleaner in the simulator. Both
the Buffer Cache Manager and the Page Cleaner can access Buffer Cache
Pages which is the data structure holding all the pages of the buffer cache.
• An Clerk represents a client that sends requests to the Buffer Cache.
Requests belonging to each client are organized into a separate Trace File.
Each Clerk simply reads a record (either fix or unfix) from its trace file and
sends it to the Buffer Cache Manager. The number of Clerks is equal to the
number of clients when running TPC-C.
• The Disk accepts disk I/O events (Read, SyncWrite, and AsyncWrite) and
returns IOFinish events. Because the I/O requests in TPC-C are random
reads and writes of one page, a simple disk model with a fixed disk access
time is used. Unprocessed requests to a disk are queued and served in a
first-in-first-out order. When there are multiple disks in the simulator,
different disks can perform reads and writes simultaneously.
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Figure 4.2: The Structure of the Simulator
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A timestamp is associated with each event. All events are sent to the event
queue and sorted by their timestamps. The Event Dispatcher selects the event
with the minimum timestamp and sends it to the corresponding component. The
typical event flow when fixing a page is as follows: a fix event is read from the
Clerk and sent to the Buffer Cache Manager. If the page is in the buffer cache, the
fix finishes, and the Buffer Cache Manager sends a NextRecord event to the Clerk
for the next record. If the page is not in the buffer cache, and a clean page is found
for the replacement, a Read event is sent to the Disk, and when the Buffer Cache
Manager receives an IOFinish event, it sends a NextRecord event to the Clerk
asking for the next record.
Some initial experiments confirmed that neither the log disk nor the CPU is
the bottleneck under the hardware configuration used. Instead, the performance
bottleneck is the disks storing the TPC-C database. Therefore, only the disk
access time was modeled in the simulator. The disk access time was set to 9ms,
which is close to the disk access time of the real disks used when many requests
are queued at each disk.
Since DB2 is the particular DBMS studied in this thesis, special attention was
taken to implement the DB2 replacement algorithm. The source code of DB2 was
studied during the summer of 1999 in the IBM Toronto Software Laboratory to
understand its buffer cache management algorithm. The DB2 source code related
to buffer cache management is about 100,000 lines of C code. There are about
2,500 lines of C++ code related to the DB2 buffer cache management algorithm
after it is implemented in the simulator, since only the key parts of the algorithm
were simulated. The components that do not significantly affect the performance
of the system under the OLTP workload, such as error handling, prefetch, and
logging, were not simulated.
The simulator reports the number of transactions finished per minute as the
throughput of the system. Other quantities related to page activities, I/O channel,
and the buffer cache management algorithms are also reported. Because TPC
prohibits the disclosure of TPC-C performance results that have not been audited
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by independent auditing agencies, the absolute values of any simulation or
experimental results are withheld, and only normalized values are presented in this
chapter. This does not compromise the performance comparisons.
4.2.3 Simulator Validation
A number of measurement and simulation experiments were performed to validate
the simulator. Some internal statistics from the measurements are also compared
with that from the simulator.
Figure 4.3 shows the system throughput measured in both the simulator and
DB2 under the untuned configuration. The simulation results are quite close to
those obtained from measurement. Both begin with an empty cache. Throughput
improves as pages are cached until the cache is full, at which time replacement
decisions must be made. The throughput spike marks the point when the page
cleaners of the buffer cache begin to write dirty pages back to the disk. After that,
the system performance stabilizes.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation vs. Measurement
[ The configuration is untuned, with 2 page cleaners. The database spans over
11 disks. The throughput is normalized relative to the average throughput of the
measurement results after the system enters the stable state. The running time is
normalized relative to the total running time of the measurement experiment. ]
Some other outputs of the simulator were also compared to measurement
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results as shown in Table 4.1. After the system throughput becomes stable, the
percentage of dirty pages in the buffer cache from simulation (87%) closely
matches the measurement result (85%). The buffer cache hit ratio from simulation
(96.6%) is also very close to the measurement result (96.5%). Later results on the
impact of the number of page cleaners (see Section 4.3.2 in page 66) also show a
close match between the simulator and the real system.
Table 4.1: Comparison of Measurement and Simulation Results
Measurement Simulation Relative difference
Percentage of Dirty Pages 85% 87% 2.4%
Buffer Cache Hit Ratio 96.5% 96.6% 0.1%
These comparisons confirm that the simulator has behaviour very similar to the
real system, indicating that conclusions drawn from simulation results are valid for
the real system. New algorithms designed in the simulator should have similar
effects if applied to the real system.
4.3 Experiments with the Page Cleaning
Algorithm
4.3.1 I/O Activities in the Buffer Cache
A number of simulation and measurement experiments were conducted to
investigate I/O behaviour in the buffer cache and the impact of the page cleaning
algorithm on performance.
In initial experiments, it was found that about 90% of the pages in the buffer
cache were dirty, which seemed high. This motivated more experiments to
investigate the distribution of pages in the buffer cache. Figure 4.4 shows the
evolution of pages in the buffer cache over the first 30% of the simulation. At the
beginning, all pages in the buffer cache are free pages. Both the number of dirty
pages and the number of clean pages increase as time goes on. After the buffer
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cache is full, the number of dirty pages continues to increase, but the number of
clean pages drops. At the same time, the throughput drops. When 90% of the
buffer cache pages are dirty, the system enters steady state. At this point the
number of clean pages is much lower than it is when the buffer cache is just full,
implying that there are too many dirty pages in the buffer cache in steady state.
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Figure 4.4: Pages in the Buffer Cache in the Untuned Configuration
[ The untuned configuration has 2 page cleaners. The throughput is scaled so that
its shape can be compared easily with the other curves plotted. The number of
pages is normalized relative to the buffer cache size. ]
To investigate the reason for this, the I/O activities of the buffer cache were
examined in more detail, and the results are shown in Figure 4.5. When the buffer
cache is almost full, the page cleaners begin to clean out dirty pages by
asynchronous writes. However, asynchronous writes cannot clean out pages fast
enough in this untuned configuration, so dirty pages must be selected for
replacement. This means that synchronous writes occur. The synchronous writes
not only delay the reads directly (since a read cannot proceed before the
synchronous write finishes), but also compete for I/O bandwidth with other
activities. Therefore, the read speed is slowed down (and read latency is increased)
by the need to write in order to create space for the incoming pages. When the
read speed becomes slower, the throughput drops and dirty pages are generated
more slowly (i.e., fewer pages in the buffer cache are changed per unit time).
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When the number of dirty pages generated by the TPC-C requests equals the
number of dirty pages cleaned by writes in the same time interval, the system
enters steady state.
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Figure 4.5: I/O Activities of the Buffer Cache in the Untuned Configuration
[ The untuned configuration has 2 page cleaners. ]
As Figure 4.5 shows, the proportion of synchronous writes is high (close to 40%
of all I/O activity) in this configuration, which implies that the page cleaning
speed is too low. The number of asynchronous writes should be increased in order
to decrease the number of synchronous writes. To do this, the aggregate page
cleaning speed must be increased, and this can be done by using more page
cleaners.
4.3.2 The Impact of the Number of Page Cleaners
Figure 4.6 shows the effect of varying the number of page cleaners from 1 to 100.
Figure 4.6(a) shows the effect of the number of page cleaners on throughput. The
simulation results match the measurement results quite closely. When the number
of page cleaners is an integral multiple of the number of physical disks, which is 11
in this case, better load balance across disks can be achieved. Therefore, the
performance spikes occur on these specific points.
When the number of page cleaners is less than 44, the throughput generally
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Figure 4.6: Impact of Multiple Page Cleaners
[ In Figure 4.6(a), all throughput values are normalized relative to the throughput
under the untuned configuration. In Figure 4.6(b), the number of disk I/Os is
normalized relative to the disk I/Os under the untuned configuration. ]
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increases with more page cleaners. After that point, however, putting more page
cleaners to work does not improve performance any further. More is not always
better. The selection of the appropriate number of page cleaners is clearly
important in tuning such a system.
Figure 4.6(b) shows the effect of the number of page cleaners on various buffer
cache characteristics: dirty pages, synchronous writes, disk reads, disk writes, and
total I/Os. When the number of page cleaners increases, the number of read
misses drops and the number of write misses increases. The number of disk I/Os
first decreases then increases. Increasing the number of page cleaners reduces both
the proportion of dirty pages and the proportion of synchronous writes. Further
increasing the number of page cleaners after the proportion of synchronous writes
is close to 0 brings no additional benefits: the number of read misses becomes
almost flat; the decrease of dirty pages slows down; the number of disk I/Os starts
to increase; and throughput drops. Figure 4.6(b) shows a criterion for tuning the
page cleaning activity: the number of page cleaners should be tuned to the
minimum number so that the synchronous writes are just eliminated. A self-tuning
algorithm for changing the page cleaning speed based on this principle is described
in the next section.
The number of page cleaners in the untuned configuration is 2. The system
achieves peak throughput when the number of page cleaners is 44. Figure 4.7
shows the peak throughput and the throughput under the untuned configuration.
Figure 4.8 shows the I/O activities and the proportion of dirty pages with 44 page
cleaners: there are very few synchronous writes left and the proportion of dirty
pages drops significantly.
Other simulation experiments were performed on systems with different
numbers of disks and different buffer cache sizes, and the effect of the number of
page cleaners on throughput is very similar to Figure 4.6(a), although the
locations of the spikes are different because the number of disks is different. The
number of page cleaners that achieve peak throughput for each system
configuration is shown in Table 4.2. This value is always an integral multiple of the
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Figure 4.7: Effect of Number of Page Cleaners
[ The run time on the x-axis and the throughput on the y-axis are normalized relative
to the run time and average throughput with 2 page cleaners. The line with 44 page
cleaners finishes earlier since it has higher throughput and finishes processing the
trace in shorter simulated time. ]
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Figure 4.8: I/O Activities with 44 Page Cleaners
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number of physical disks, but it is different under different configurations, which
increases the difficulty of tuning the number of page cleaners.
Table 4.2: Number of Page Cleaners That Achieves Peak Throughput
Number of Disks 7 8 11 15
Buffer Cache=380MB 49 48 44 45
Buffer Cache=440MB 49 56 44 45
4.4 A Self-tuning Algorithm for Page Cleaning
The number of page cleaners that maximizes system performance is different for
different workloads or different configurations. Tuning this parameter manually is
difficult and time-consuming. A new self-tuning page cleaning algorithm was
designed to overcome this problem [134], the objective of which is to maximize
throughput by dynamically changing the page cleaning speed.
In the page cleaning algorithm used in DB2 7.1.0 for Windows, each page
cleaner collects many pages and sends out one page at a time for cleaning. One
more page is sent out after the previous write is done.
The number of page cleaners is fixed in the self-tuning algorithm to keep the
algorithm simple. In order to change the page cleaning speed without changing the
number of page cleaners, each page cleaner keeps more than one outstanding
asynchronous write. A parameter N is introduced for this purpose – a real number
whose integral part bNc indicates the number of outstanding asynchronous writes
kept by each page cleaner. The page cleaner compares the number of outstanding
asynchronous writes with bNc whenever an asynchronous write sent by this page
cleaner finishes. If there are more than bNc asynchronous writes outstanding, the
page cleaner stops sending new writes to the disks; otherwise, more writes are sent
to the disks until the number of outstanding asynchronous writes sent by this
cleaner equals bNc. N thus has the same effect as the number of page cleaners in
the current algorithm: the bigger the N value, the faster the page cleaning speed.
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The initial value of N is its minimum value 1. N is adjusted periodically in
order to dynamically tune the page cleaning speed to its desired value. An
adjustment interval is defined for this purpose. Some statistics of the buffer cache
and the disk activities are collected during each adjustment interval. N is adjusted
at the end of each adjustment interval based on the data collected.
An adjustment goal must be defined so that N can be adjusted to make the
system achieve the goal. The results presented in Section 4.3.2 show that the page
cleaning speed should be increased to the point where the number of synchronous
writes just reaches zero. It is easy to determine the number of synchronous writes
that occur in any adjustment interval, but it is hard to tell whether the page
cleaning speed is too high if the observed number of synchronous writes is zero. As
Figure 4.6(b) shows, the number of synchronous writes is zero when the number of
page cleaners is more than necessary. Therefore, adjusting the number of
synchronous writes to zero may cause unnoticed high cleaning speed which
impacts performance adversely. Instead, the self-tuning algorithm seeks to keep
the proportion of synchronous writes small (say, 5%).
The notation used in describing the adjustment operation performed in each
adjustment interval is summarized in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Notation for the Self-tuning Algorithm
Symbol Definition
N Number of outstanding asynchronous writes kept by each page cleaner
wo Proportion of synchronous writes observed in an adjustment interval
wd The desired proportion of synchronous writes
∆ The scale parameter
At the end of each adjustment interval, the following adjustment is performed:
N ← max(1, N + ∆ · (wo − wd)) (4.1)
During each adjustment interval, the number of synchronous writes and total
number of disk I/Os are observed. The ratio between them is the observed
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proportion of synchronous writes, wo. At the end of every adjustment interval, wo
is compared with the desired proportion of synchronous writes wd. The greater the
difference between wo and wd, the more N needs to be changed. The change to N
should be proportional to |wo − wd|. The value of ∆ · (wo − wd) in Equation 4.1
shows the amount that N needs to be changed. The scale parameter ∆ is used to
amplify the difference between wo and wd. If wo equals wd, the current page
cleaning speed is the desired value and N can remain unchanged. If wo > wd, the
proportion of synchronous writes is more than desired and so N needs to be
increased to clean pages faster. If wo < wd, the proportion of synchronous writes is
less than desired, which indicates that the page cleaning speed is too high. Thus
∆ · (wo − wd) is negative and its absolute value indicates the amount that N
should be decreased. Since the minimum value of N is 1, the use of the max
function guarantees that N ≥ 1 after the adjustment. The use of a real number N
instead of an integer N is important for this algorithm to work. The minimum
possible value of wo is 0, and wd is close to 0, so it is easy to have ∆wd < 1, which
indicates that the maximum amount of adjustment to N is less than 1. If an
integer N is used and N is too large at some point, N would be impossible to
decrease and defeat the purpose of the self-tuning.
4.5 Simulation Results
The results of simulation experiments with the self-tuning algorithm are presented
in this section. The algorithm uses three parameters – Adjustment Interval, ∆, and
wd. The parameter values were arbitrarily choose and listed in Table 4.4. These
values were used to generate the simulation results presented in this section.
Experiments in the latter part of this section indicate that the performance of this
self-tuning algorithm is not sensitive to particular parameter values.
Figure 4.9 shows the throughput of the system under the untuned configuration
(2 page cleaners), the best manually tuned configuration (44 page cleaners), and
the self-tuning algorithm. The performance of the self-tuning algorithm is close to
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Table 4.4: The Parameter Values
Parameter Value
Adjustment Interval 1 second
wd 5%
∆ 7.5
that of the best manually tuned system. The throughput of the best manually
tuned system is 19.2% higher than that of the untuned configuration, and the
throughput of the self-tuning algorithm is 16.3% higher. This result shows that the
self-tuning algorithm performs comparably to the best manually tuned system.
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Figure 4.9: Throughput Comparison
[ The throughput values are normalized relative to the average throughput of the
untuned configuration after the system enters the stable state. ]
Figure 4.10 shows the system I/O activities when running the self-tuning
algorithm. The proportion of synchronous writes is kept very close to 5%, which is
the value of wd, indicating that the self-tuning algorithm can effectively control the
proportion of synchronous writes. Because of the higher page cleaning speed, the
proportion of dirty pages is lower than that of the untuned configuration.
Figure 4.11 shows how the parameter N is adjusted over a ten-minute period.
The value of N fluctuates in a small range (between 3 and 5), because the
characteristics of the TPC-C workload do not change.
This self-tuning algorithm was tested in several other system configurations
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(different numbers of physical disks and different buffer cache sizes). The results
are summarized in Figure 4.12. These results confirm that the self-tuning
algorithm performs close to the best manually tuned algorithm.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of Self-tuned and Manually Tuned Algorithms
[ All throughput values are normalized relative to the throughput under the untuned
configuration. ]
In order for this algorithm to be robust, the performance must not be unduly
sensitive to the selection of values for the three parameters (Adjustment Interval,
wd, and ∆). More simulation experiments were performed to determine the
sensitivity of the results to the values of these parameters. All throughput values
in the following figures are normalized relative to the average throughput under
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the parameter values shown in Table 4.4.
Figure 4.13 shows the impact of the adjustment interval on performance. Even
though the adjustment interval is varied from 0.1 seconds to 120 seconds (three
orders of magnitude), the system throughput changes by less than 1%. Figure 4.14
shows the system throughput with very small adjustment interval. The system
throughput drops when the adjustment interval is close to the average disk access
time. These results show that as long as the adjustment interval is several times
longer than the average disk access time (10-20ms for typical hard drives), there is
no significant difference in performance. A small interval permits the system to
respond promptly to a workload change, while a large interval can reduce system
overhead. Since the workload of TPC-C does not change in the simulation
experiments performed, the adjustment interval is not important to throughput.
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Figure 4.13: Impact of the Adjustment Interval
Figure 4.15 shows that when the desired synchronous write proportion wd
changes from 0.2% to 10%, the throughput also varies by less than 1%. This
indicates that as long as wd is a small value, performance does not change
significantly.
Figure 4.16 shows the impact of the scale parameter ∆ under two different
adjustment intervals. Again the performance difference is within 1%. The results
of these experiments indicate that the performance of the self-tuning algorithm is
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not sensitive to the parameter values.
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4.6 Summary
Tuning resource management algorithms for best performance is often difficult in a
large scale system. The analysis of the I/O activities of the buffer cache of DB2
running the TPC-C benchmark shows that properly tuning the number of page
cleaners is important to performance. A new self-tuning algorithm was developed
to automate this tuning task. By monitoring the I/O activities of the buffer cache,
the self-tuning algorithm can achieve throughput comparable to that of the best
manually tuned algorithm. The performance of this algorithm is not sensitive to
the value of its parameters.
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Chapter 5
Lock Contention in Buffer Cache Management
Most buffer cache replacement algorithms, such as LRU, LRFU [66], EELRU [112],
AFC [20], LIRS [59], ARC [76], and Eviction-Based Replacement [18] have a global
data structure to manage the buffer cache. This data structure is modified on every
cache access, and the accesses must be serialized by a lock to protect its integrity.
In systems with multiple processors and a large number of threads, lock contention
may become an issue when multiple threads access the global data structure, and
this could significantly impact system performance. Lock contention has been
observed in some real systems [10, 105], and no general solution has been proposed.
Some systems use a CLOCK-based algorithm to reduce contention [25], since this
kind of algorithm does not modify the global data structure on buffer cache hits.
However, a CLOCK-based algorithm typically has a lower hit ratio than other
replacement algorithms and may cause poor system performance. Some systems
use a variation of LRU without global data structures [10, 105], but these solutions
either have high overhead or cannot be applied to other replacement algorithms.
This chapter investigates the performance impact of lock contention in buffer
cache replacement algorithms and proposes a new management approach that
eliminates contention without sacrificing hit ratio or increasing the overhead of a
replacement algorithm. Section 5.1 discusses the motivation for this study.
Section 5.2 defines the context and definitions used. Section 5.3 describes the
methodology used to conduct this study. Section 5.4 analyzes the impact of
contention on performance and various design tradeoffs involved. Section 5.5
proposes a multi-region approach to managing the buffer cache. Section 5.6
evaluates the performance of the multi-region approach. Section 5.7 discusses the
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design tradeoffs in large scale systems. Section 5.8 concludes this study.
5.1 Motivation
A large scale computer system may contain many disks, multiple processors, and
lots of memory. Depending on the configuration and the workload running on it,
different components of the system may become the performance bottleneck. This
study focuses on heavy system load situations because this is where system
performance really matters.
When a system performs simple operations on large amounts of data (e.g., a
file server or a storage server), disks are busy while processors have much idle time.
Disk access is the performance bottleneck in this kind of system, and such a
system is called an I/O-bound system. On the other hand, when a system
performs complex operations on a small amount of data (e.g., 3D image
rendering), the processors are fully utilized while the disks have much idle time.
Such a system is called a CPU-bound system.
When a system has multiple processors and many concurrent threads accessing
the global data structure of the buffer cache frequently, accesses to the global data
structure must be serialized by a lock. This lock may become a contention point
which threads frequently wait for. When lock contention happens, both processors
and disks have much idle time and system resources are wasted. Such a system is
called a contention-bound system.
A large scale system needs to support different kinds of workloads and may
experience different performance bottlenecks. The buffer cache management
algorithm in a large scale system should perform well for all these workloads, no
matter where the performance bottleneck is. Different performance bottlenecks
pose challenges on different aspects of a buffer cache replacement algorithm.
Tradeoffs of these aspects must be considered when designing a robust buffer cache
replacement algorithm.
In an I/O-bound system, disk access is crucial to system performance. Two
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approaches are often used to improve performance:
• Increasing the buffer cache hit ratio. This can be done by using a buffer
cache management algorithm which has a higher hit ratio, or by using more
memory for the buffer cache. Typically a replacement algorithm with a
higher hit ratio has higher overhead, e.g., LRU-2 has a higher hit ratio and
higher overhead than LRU. If the system has CPU idle time, the higher
overhead of the new replacement algorithm can overlap with disk I/Os, and
thus has no impact on the throughput of the system.
• Increasing disk throughput. This can be done by using faster disks or more
disks.
In a CPU-bound system, the system can replace current processors with faster
processors or use more processors. A buffer cache replacement algorithm with
lower overhead (such as replacing LRU-2 with LRU, or replacing LRU with
CLOCK) is preferred, but these low-overhead algorithms often have lower hit
ratio, which causes more disk I/Os. If these extra disk I/Os cannot be overlapped
with CPU computation, the overall system performance can decrease.
In a contention-bound system, the CPU and disk resources are wasted since
many threads are waiting for the right to access the global data structure
managing the buffer cache. Simply adding more hardware cannot resolve the
bottleneck, while the replacement algorithm needs to be changed. Lock contention
can be avoided by using algorithms without global data structures, such as
Random, but this could severely decrease the hit ratio of the buffer cache, resulting
in poor system performance when the system is I/O bound. The solutions used in
real systems are situational (case-by-case) and ad hoc. SQL Server 7.0 uses a
CLOCK-based algorithm to reduce contention [25], but CLOCK-based algorithms
have lower hit ratio than many other replacement algorithms, and such algorithms
could decrease system performance when the system is I/O-bound. BerkeleyDB
uses a chained hash table to approximate LRU with low contention [10], but this
approach works only for LRU and has high overhead when a page is put back to
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the hash table, which happens frequently. ADABAS [105] uses many LRU lists to
reduce contention. It accesses each list in a round-robin manner, and so a page can
be on different lists at different times. This approach cannot maintain page
histories for each list, which is a data structure commonly used in many
replacement algorithms, such as LRU-2 [84], 2Q [60], LIRS [59], ARC [76], etc.
To improve cost-effectiveness, many large-scale systems are configured as
balanced systems for the peak workload, where the utilization of processors and
disks is high. Using a contention-free algorithm with lower hit ratio may require
lots of additional memory and/or disks to keep the system balanced.
A buffer cache replacement algorithm with no contention, high hit ratio, and
low overhead is important for large scale systems to achieve good performance at
low cost.
5.2 Context and Definitions
A system with an in-memory buffer cache and an array of disks (RAID) is
considered in this study. Both the cache and the disks are managed in units of
fixed-size pages. Write back is assumed to get good performance.
Because the lock contention of the buffer cache happens only on systems with
multiple users, it is assumed that the cache receives many streams of logical
requests simultaneously and that each stream of requests is sent by one user –
there is no think time between consecutive requests sent by each user. The disks
have the ability to process multiple physical reads and writes concurrently, because
different disks can serve different requests at the same time and each disk can
queue several requests to achieve better disk I/O throughput1. To achieve the
maximum system throughput, it is assumed that different users do not work on the
same page at any time so that there are no data dependencies among users.
Although this assumption is largely true for data pages, it is not true for pages
1Only SCSI disk can queue multiple requests, while most IDE disks can only handle one request
at a time.
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storing metadata. Special optimizations can often be made in real systems,
however, by using a much smaller lock granularity on the metadata pages.
Without this assumption, the workload would be intrinsically limited by the data
dependencies among concurrent users and would not be able to benefit from
improvement in buffer cache replacement algorithms. The system throughput,
which is measured as the total number of logical requests performed by all users
per unit time, is used to reflect the performance of the system.
It is assumed that a user performs some computation on a page between logical
requests. The behaviour of a “typical” user is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The time
to execute lines 2–4 is called the lock interval Tl, and the time to execute line 5 is
called the work interval Tw. The lock proportion, r, is defined as: r =
Tl
Tl + Tw
. If a
disk I/O or several disk I/Os are required to obtain this page from the buffer
cache, only the pages performing disk I/Os are locked and the global buffer cache
lock is not held during the disk I/O operations. Therefore, the disk I/O time is
considered as part of the work interval instead of the lock interval.
1. while (true) {
2. lock;
3. send a logical request to cache;
4. unlock;
5. work on this page;
6. }
Figure 5.1: Workload Model of a “Typical” User
5.3 Methodology
Analytical modeling, simulation and emulation were used in this study. The
performance of buffer cache management is first investigated in controlled
environments, using a simulator and a micro-benchmark. The proposed approach
is then analyzed by modeling and evaluated by simulation. Finally, the new
approach is tested in a more realistic environment, using a buffer cache emulator.
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5.3.1 Buffer Cache Simulator
LRU, Random, CLOCK, LRU-2 [84], 2Q [60], LIRS [59], and ARC [76] were
implemented in the buffer cache simulator. These algorithms were selected because
they are either popular (e.g., LRU and CLOCK), simple (e.g., Random, LRU,
CLOCK, and 2Q), or recent research efforts (e.g., LIRS and ARC). LRU-2 was
selected because it is representative of replacement algorithms with O(log n)
overhead.
The implementations of these algorithms were first verified manually using
small artificial traces. The LIRS implementation was verified further by comparing
against Jiang’s LIRS simulator [59]. Two different implementations of each of
LRU, Random, CLOCK, and 2Q were developed independently and compared
against each other. LRU-2 was implemented using two different approaches:
LRU2-F (LRU-2 fast miss) uses a heap, which has O(logn) overhead on both page
hits and page misses; LRU2-S (LRU-2 slow miss) uses an array, which has O(1)
overhead on cache hits and O(n) overhead on cache misses because the whole
cache must be searched to find the victim page. These two LRU-2
implementations were verified against each other.
Some of these algorithms use tunable parameters. All experiments in this study
used the same set of parameter values, as suggested by the authors of the
algorithms. For simplicity, the same parameter values as those of 2Q were used in
LRU-2, because 2Q is a low-overhead approximation of LRU-2. In 2Q, the size of
the short term queue is 0.25c and the size of the history queue is 0.5c, where c is
the cache size; in LRU-2, the correlated reference period is 0.25c and the size of
the history list is 0.5c; in LIRS, the size of the free list is 0.01c and the maximum
size of the LRU stack is unlimited.
5.3.2 Contention Micro-benchmark
A contention micro-benchmark was used to emulate the contention caused by
cache replacement algorithms. This micro-benchmark was designed to make lock
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contention the bottleneck so that lock contention can be studied by measuring
system throughput. In the micro-benchmark, a controller thread creates one
worker thread for each user to access the cache. Each worker thread performs the
computation shown in Figure 5.2. The mutex is used to emulate the contention
point when accessing the global cache data structure. Simulated overhead and
simulated work represent some computation operations (specifically, string
comparison and copying), the length of which can be controlled. The throughput
of the micro-benchmark is expressed as the total amount of simulated work
performed by all users in a unit time. The contention micro-benchmark can be
configured so that each user accesses a different mutex, in which case the
maximum throughput can be achieved since there is no contention.
1. while (true) {
2. lock(mutex);
3. simulated overhead;
4. unlock(mutex);
5. simulated work;
6. }
Figure 5.2: Thread Computation Model
The micro-benchmark was implemented on Windows 2000 using native threads.
The mutex implementation was ported from BerkeleyDB [11] with a change to
make it work well under high contention situations: the Windows Event object of
the mutex is created during initialization.
The test machine for the contention micro-benchmark was an IBM x255 server
in the DISCUS laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan, with 4 Xeon 1.5
GHz processors with HyperThreading (i.e., each physical processor has two logical
processors), 8GB of memory, and 12 IBM 36.4GB 15k hot swap disks connected to
two UltraSCSI 160 controllers.
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5.3.3 Buffer Cache Emulator
The simulator can compute only read and write hit ratios, but not overhead. The
contention micro-benchmark can measure the impact of contention on throughput,
but not overhead or hit ratios. Therefore, an emulator was used to provide a more
realistic environment for studying all three aspects. The emulator manages a real
buffer cache in memory and performs real disk I/Os on cache misses. In the
emulator, a trace generator thread can either read a real trace file or generate a
synthetic trace on-the-fly. One or more emulated users (threads) keep reading
requests from the trace generator and sending them to the cache. Each thread
performs some simulated work on the acquired page (specifically, string
comparison and copying). Other than the simulated work, there is no overhead or
think time in between consecutive requests. The 32-bit Xeon processor where the
emulator runs allows a maximum of 4GB of virtual address, where 3GB can be
used by user applications in Windows 2000 Advanced Server. In many real
systems, a typical page size is 4KB or 8KB. In the emulator, a smaller page size of
1KB was used so that a buffer cache with many more pages could be emulated.
In the emulator, the cache data structure is protected using the lock
mechanism, while the integrity of page data is not preserved. This relaxation does
not compromise the performance of the buffer cache replacement algorithm and its
lock contention effect, but greatly simplifies the implementation of the cache
emulator.
5.3.4 Workloads
Traces of different types of workloads were used in this study, including NFS file
servers, email servers, OLTP, decision support, e-commerce, and web search
engines.
A TPC-C trace was collected when running the TPC-C benchmark on IBM
DB2 on Windows NT Server 4.0. As was mentioned previously, TPC-C is an
OLTP benchmark. Three TPC-W traces were collected when running the TPC-W
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benchmark implementation [125] with the shopping, browsing, and ordering
configurations on IBM DB2 8.1 Open Beta 2 on Windows NT Server 4.0. Dynamic
caching was not used on the web server side. TPC-W is an e-commerce
benchmark. These two categories of traces are not filtered by the upper level cache.
Twenty-six TPC-H traces were collected when running a 300 GB TPC-H
benchmark on Informix Extended Parallel Server 8.30FC2 on HP-UX 11.00 64-bit,
including all tests required by the TPC-H benchmark [124]: 24 single-query power
tests (22 queries and 2 update queries) and 2 multi-query throughput tests.
TPC-H is a decision support benchmark. The six Openmail traces were one-hour
traces collected in 1999 from six EMC 3700 servers running HP’s OpenMail,
collected during the servers’ busy periods. The two Financial traces [113] were
disk I/O traces collected from OLTP applications running in two large financial
institutions. The three WebSearch traces [113] were disk I/O traces collected from
a popular web search engine. These four categories of traces were collected at the
I/O controller level and have been filtered by first level caches.
The NFSEmail trace [32] is an one-day trace collected in October 2001 from an
NFS server at Harvard University. This trace is dominated by email activities.
Since the size of directories is not known from the trace, the metadata operations
(15% of the requests) are discarded and only data read and write requests (85% of
the requests) are used. Requests in this trace have been filtered by the NFS client
caches, but not the NFS server cache.
A representative set of experimental results for these traces is presented. The
characteristics of the traces involved are listed in Table 5.1.
5.4 Analysis of Contention
5.4.1 Spin Lock and Contention
Several locking algorithms can be used to protect the access to global data. A lock
variable shared among threads is used to indicate whether the lock is already held.
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In the busy wait algorithm, the thread requesting the lock keeps polling the lock
variable value in a tight loop. This algorithm is useful only when there are
multiple processors and the worst case wait time is much shorter than the context
switch overhead. In the typical wait algorithm provided by most operating
systems, the thread requesting the lock goes to sleep if the lock is not available,
and will be woken up by the operating system once the lock is available. At least
two context switches are involved in this procedure. This algorithm is useful when
the expected waiting time is much larger than the overhead of a context switch.
The spin lock algorithm is a combination of the above two algorithms. In spin
lock, the thread requesting the lock first polls the lock variable repeatedly for a
short period of time, then goes to sleep if the lock is still not available. If the lock
becomes available during the polling, the context switch overhead can be avoided.
Spin lock is useful when the average waiting time is much shorter than the
overhead of a context-switch and the worst case waiting time is much longer.
Typically spin lock is used to protect the global data structures of the buffer
cache replacement algorithm in multi-processor systems. When used in
Table 5.1: Trace Characteristics
Trace
Number of
Requests
(×106)
Number
of Reads
(×106)
Number
of Writes
(×106)
Number of
Unique
Pages
(×106)
Page
Size
(Bytes)
NFSEmail 28.69 21.05 7.64 1.18 8K
Financial1 36.11 5.56 30.55 7.69 512
Financial2 17.69 13.88 3.81 2.47 512
OpenMail 1 10.98 4.16 6.82 3.01 1K
OpenMail 2 8.66 2.47 6.19 2.69 1K
OpenMail 3 7.97 1.98 5.99 2.34 1K
OpenMail 6 19.91 11.86 8.05 5.37 1K
TPC-C 209.23 176.46 32.77 0.98 4K
TPC-W Shopping 60.08 60.06 0.02 0.14 4K
TPC-H Query 11 0.57 0.57 0.002 0.30 128K
WebSearch1 2.00 2.00 0.0002 0.80 8K
WebSearch2 8.63 8.63 0.001 1.11 8K
WebSearch3 8.21 8.20 0.004 1.11 8K
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single-processor systems, the busy wait part of the spin lock is disabled. In a
system supporting many threads, if the lock is not available when a thread
attempts to acquire it, the thread spins a certain time and may go to sleep and be
woken up later. The overhead spent on the spin and the context switches is called
lock contention, which can significantly decrease system throughput.
5.4.2 Factors Impacting Contention
Some replacement algorithms, such as Random, do not need global data structures
to manage the pages in the cache. Some algorithms, such as CLOCK and LRU2-S,
need to update the global data structures only on cache misses. Since cache misses
are often much fewer than cache hits and much higher latency is allowed for misses
(because of the slow disk I/Os required), the lock contention in these algorithms
can be ignored. These algorithms are called contention-free algorithms. Most
other algorithms (such as LRU, LIRS, etc) must update their global data
structures on both hits and misses. The lock contention in these algorithms can
become a performance problem.
For algorithms that update their global data structures on both cache hits and
cache misses, lock contention can be affected by several factors, including the
number of processors, the number of threads, and the lock proportion. Since
higher lock contention causes lower throughput, throughput is used to indicate the
extent of lock contention. The contention micro-benchmark is used to examine the
impact of various factors on contention. Figure 5.3 compares the throughput with
and without lock contention. The figure shows that the lock proportion is the most
significant factor affecting contention, and the number of processors is also an
important factor. Contention happens in two situations: one is that multiple
running threads attempt to acquire the lock simultaneously, which happens more
frequently with more processors and larger lock proportion; another is that a
thread acquires the lock and is preempted by the operating system before releasing
the lock so that all other threads must perform the busy wait and sleep, which
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causes more contention with more threads and larger lock proportion. In typical
time-sharing systems, threads are preempted every tens to hundreds of
milliseconds, and the time a thread holds the lock is normally hundreds of
thousands of times shorter. The chance that a thread is preempted while holding
the lock is small. Therefore, the number of threads affects contention only slightly.
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Figure 5.3: Impact of Contention on Throughput
[ The throughput values are normalized to the maximum throughput obtained by
letting each user access a different mutex. Lower throughput indicates higher con-
tention. ]
5.4.3 Tradeoffs Among Contention, Hit Ratio, and
Overhead
5.4.3.1 Hit Ratio
Using a simple contention-free replacement algorithm such as CLOCK can
eliminate contention while sacrificing the hit ratio. In I/O-bound systems, system
throughput is a monotonously increasing function of the buffer cache hit ratio.
When the buffer cache is large relative to the data size, the hit ratio differences
among different cache replacement algorithms become very small, as shown in
Figure 5.4. It is tempting to conclude from this figure that the selection of
replacement algorithms is not important when the cache is large. It might also be
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concluded that CLOCK is a good replacement algorithm, since it does not cause
contention on cache hit while the difference of its hit ratio compared to other
algorithms is small.
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Figure 5.4: Hit Ratio of Replacement Algorithms with the TPC-C Trace
A small difference in hit ratio, however, does not necessarily result in a small
difference in system throughput [66, 141]. In an I/O-bound system, CPU
computation time is overlapped by disk I/O time, and the system throughput is
the number of logical I/Os finished per unit time. The execution time is
proportional to the disk I/O time. Therefore, the system throughput can be
defined as
1
Tpg ·R
,
where Tpg is the disk I/O time of one page, and R is the buffer cache miss ratio.
1
R
is called cache speedup, which represents the performance improvement the system
can achieve using the buffer cache as compared to directly accessing the disks
without using buffer cache. The more effective the algorithm, the higher the cache
speedup. The minimum possible cache speedup is 1, which happens when the
overall miss ratio is 1 (i.e., no cache). Cache speedup goes towards infinity and
loses its meaning when the buffer is large and the miss ratio is very close to 0.
This is not a problem since the system is not likely to be I/O-bound when the miss
ratio is very low, where factors other than cache speedup, such as CPU
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computation or lock contention, determine the system throughput. Emulation
experiments were conducted to confirm that the cache speedup computed from
measured miss ratio varies in proportion to the measured throughput, as shown in
Table 5.2. The system is I/O bound in these emulation experiments. Therefore,
the amount of emulated work per page access only affects the CPU utilization
other than the throughput of the system.
Table 5.2: Comparison of Cache Speedup and Measured Throughput
[ The results were measured in the emulator. The numbers in the last two columns
are normalized relative to Random. The trace is TPC-C with 60 users, the number
of processors is 8, the data are on a 10-disk RAID-10 array, the ratio of cache size
to data size is 5%. ]
Algorithm
Cache
Speedup
Measured Throughput
(requests / second)
Normalized
Cache Speedup
Normalized
Throughput
Random 10.57 2990.05 1 1
CLOCK 12.89 3627.68 1.22 1.21
LRU 13.71 3858.84 1.30 1.29
LRU2-F 13.72 3929.32 1.30 1.31
2Q 14.85 4150.44 1.41 1.39
LIRS 14.02 3957.59 1.33 1.32
ARC 13.48 3823.02 1.28 1.28
Figure 5.5 shows the cache speedup of the different replacement algorithms on
the same trace as Figure 5.4. The results were obtained from the buffer cache
simulator. The figure shows that the absolute differences in throughput among
different replacement algorithms become larger when larger caches are used, which
is contrary to the trend shown in Figure 5.4. Simulation results on other traces
had similar trends and are not shown here.
Figure 5.6 shows the cache speedups of a number of replacement algorithms as
a function of cache size under various traces. The y-axis is the cache speedup
normalized to that of the Random algorithm under the same cache size. As shown
in the figure, when the cache size is less than 30% of the data size, the normalized
cache speedups show larger differences on larger caches, while the practical cache
size in most large systems is less than 25% of data size. Since the WebSearch1 and
Openmail6 traces are already filtered by the first level cache, the performance of
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Figure 5.5: Cache Speedup of Replacement Algorithms with the TPC-C Trace
LRU and CLOCK are worse than Random at small caches because of poor
temporal locality [137]. Based on the points where the cache speedup quickly
increases, the size of the first level cache is about 25% of the data size for the
WebSearch1 trace (Figure 5.6(b)) and 20% for the Openmail6 trace
(Figure 5.6(c)). The results shown in Figure 5.6 imply that the selection of
replacement algorithms has a larger impact on system throughput under large
cache sizes than under small cache sizes, which runs contrary to the common belief
that replacement algorithms perform similarly under large cache sizes. The figures
show that CLOCK performs worse than all algorithms except Random, and so
using CLOCK to reduce lock contention may significantly decrease the system
throughput when the system is I/O-bound.
5.4.3.2 Overhead
Every replacement algorithm suffers some CPU overhead when managing buffer
cache. The overhead to handle a buffer cache hit is called the hit overhead, and the
overhead to handle a buffer cache miss is called the miss overhead. Since the miss
overhead is insignificant by comparison with the time consumed by the one or
more disk I/Os following a miss, the algorithm overhead means simply hit
overhead in the rest of this chapter unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 5.6: Normalized Cache Speedups
[ In Figure 5.6(e), LRU-2, ARC, LRU, and CLOCK overlap. Figure 5.6(f) uses
a different scale on y-axis because of its much larger range of normalized cache
speedups. ]
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Most existing replacement algorithms (such as CLOCK, LRU, 2Q [60],
LIRS [59] and ARC [76]) have constant overhead. Some algorithms (such as
LRU-K [84], FBR [93] and LRFU [66]) have O(log n) overhead, where n is the size
of the buffer cache. The common belief is that O(logn) overhead is too large to be
useful. Although some designers think O(1) overhead is small enough to be
negligible, others struggle to reduce the overhead further, such as by using
CLOCK to approximate LRU.
In a multi-user workload, overhead can affect the system throughput only when
the system is CPU-bound. File servers, storage servers and web servers typically
copy the pages to the network after they are read into the buffer cache. In these
systems, disks are often the bottleneck, and the overhead of cache replacement
algorithms does not usually affect system throughput. Database workloads vary.
OLTP workloads are often I/O-bound and decision support workloads are often
CPU-bound. Real database workloads are typically a mix of both, such as many
production workloads [51, 52] and e-commerce workloads [33]. Since “it is
extremely rare to have access to real production workloads” [52], OLTP and
decision support benchmarks were used to represent the real workloads. The
analysis of overhead for these benchmarks can be used to speculate on the
algorithm overhead in real database workloads.
In CPU-bound systems, the impact of algorithm overhead on overall
performance is affected mainly by lock proportion, which is the proportion of the
time that the system spends on “overhead” operations2.
The pgbench program of PostgreSQL was used as the OLTP workload.
Pgbench is an implementation of the TPC-B benchmark [124]. Although TPC-B is
simpler than TPC-C, previous studies [9] found that its memory behaviour is
2In order to get realistic lock proportion values in database systems, PostgreSQL [90] version
7.3.4 compiled on cygwin [83] was instrumented to record the lock proportion on the test machine
described in Section 5.3.2 (page 84). The instrumentation of PostgreSQL is non-intrusive since
there were no observed performance differences. To remove the effect of disk I/O, the database
size was set to be much smaller than system memory, and all disk data required by the testing
benchmarks were pre-loaded into the buffer cache of the operating system by running the query
more than once. PostgreSQL manages its buffer cache by LRU [91].
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similar to that of TPC-C. The measured average lock proportion of pgbench is 7%.
The DBT3 benchmark developed by the Open Source Development Lab [26] is
a simplified implementation of the TPC-H benchmark, which is a popular decision
support benchmark. Similar to TPC-H, DBT3 has 22 queries. Figure 5.7 shows
the measured average lock proportion of these queries. The lock proportions vary
between 0.5%-8.5%, but most are around 2%. These results show that decision
support workloads have smaller lock proportion than OLTP workloads. This is
because OLTP applications often perform relatively simple work on each page, e.g.,
search in an index page or update one record of a page, while a decision support
application often needs to perform more complex computations such as scan, sort,
join, etc. To be conservative, larger lock proportion is assumed. 1% and 10% are
used as the lower and upper bounds of lock proportion in subsequent experiments.
The lock proportion of systems such as storage servers and I/O controllers may be
higher than 10%, since they simply copy the data from the buffer cache to the
network. These systems are likely to be I/O-bound, however, and so the contention
and overhead of replacement algorithms do not affect the system throughput.
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Figure 5.7: Lock Proportion in a Decision Support Workload
[ The workload is the DBT3 Benchmark. The DBMS is PostgreSQL 7.3.4 running
cygwin. ]
To demonstrate the impact of overhead on system throughput, the cache
emulator was configured to be CPU-bound. Figure 5.8 shows the measured
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throughput of different replacement algorithms under different cache sizes and lock
proportions. All disk I/Os are bypassed, because otherwise the system is
I/O-bound and no performance difference can be observed. With a small lock
proportion (1%), all O(1) algorithms and the O(log n) algorithm (LRU2-F)
perform similarly. With a large lock proportion (10%), the throughput of LIRS is
about 12% lower than that of other O(1) algorithms, and the throughput of
LRU2-F is 25% lower than that of the best performing O(1) algorithms. One may
be tempted to conclude that the overhead of replacement algorithms is crucial to
performance, but the overhead of a replacement algorithm matters only when the
system is CPU-bound, which typically happens when the lock proportion is small.
Systems with large lock proportion, such as file servers, storage servers and OLTP
workloads, are often I/O-bound, in which case the overhead of replacement
algorithms does not impact the overall throughput. These results show that a
higher replacement algorithm overhead (even as high as O(log n)) has negligible
impact on system throughput. Therefore, it is worthwhile to design new
approaches for buffer cache management to improve the hit ratio and/or reduce
lock contention even if slightly higher overhead is introduced.
A first glance at the throughput reduction of LRU2-F under a 10% lock
proportion would attribute this reduction to the O(log n) time complexity of the
algorithm. However, its throughput under large caches is similar to that under
small cache, implying that this decrease is not caused by the time complexity. This
degradation is likely to be caused mainly by more processor cache misses for
O(log n) algorithms. Similar results were reported by Megiddo and Modha [76],
where the overheads of O(log n) algorithms (LRU-2 and LRFU) do not increase
with cache sizes (but are larger than O(1) algorithms).
5.5 The Multi-region Cache Approach
A new approach was developed for cache management, called multi-region cache
(or Mr. cache for short). Multi-region cache can eliminate contention with little
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Figure 5.8: Impact of Replacement Algorithm Overhead on Throughput
[ The two figures have different scales on the y-axis. All throughput values are
measured from the cache emulator. The random synthetic trace is used. The cache
miss ratio is 5%. All disk I/O calls are bypassed to make the workload CPU-bound.
The number of users is 1. If the page size is 8KB, the three cache sizes are equivalent
to 3.2GB, 9.6GB, and 16GB. ]
overhead without compromising the hit ratio. The basic idea of multi-region cache
is to remove the global data structure of the replacement algorithm by splitting
the cache into n fixed-size regions, numbered 1, 2, . . ., n. Each region is managed
by an instance of the replacement algorithm. Mr.Alg(RgNum, RgSize) is used to
denote a multi-region cache using replacement algorithm Alg with RgNum regions
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of RgSize pages each3. The buffer cache without using multi-region is the same as
the multi-region cache with one region, and is called the one-region cache for
convenience.
In a multi-region cache, every page is hashed uniquely into a region. Typically
a replacement algorithm employs a hash table to maintain a directory of all pages
in the buffer cache. To distinguish between these two hash functions, the one used
by the multi-region cache is called the region-hash-function, and the one used to
look for pages in the buffer cache is called the page-hash-function. Of course, the
same hash function can be used for both. A hash function designed by Jenkins [57]
is used as the region-hash-function in these experiments unless otherwise stated.
One way to implement the multi-region approach is to manage each region
using an unchanged instance of the replacement algorithm. On each buffer cache
access, the index of the region that contains this page is calculated using the
region-hash-function. This page is then handed over to the instance of the
replacement algorithm managing that region. This approach is simple to
implement since it requires no change to the existing replacement algorithm. The
region-hash-function must be evaluated on every buffer cache access (hits and
misses), however, which increases the overhead of the algorithm. Moreover,
because consecutive pages are scattered into different regions by the
region-hash-function, the detection of prefetch within a region is not possible.
The overhead of evaluating the region-hash-function can be minimized by using
one global hash table instead of a hash table for every region. On a cache miss, the
region index of the page is computed and stored in the page header. On a cache
hit, the page is located in the global hash table and the region index is retrieved
from the page header. A reference to this page is then passed to the instance of
the replacement algorithm managing this region. Many replacement algorithms
use history buffers to record the pages that have been evicted recently. The
headers of these pages are also maintained in the global hash table, with an extra
3For simplicity, Alg or RgSize is sometimes omitted when presenting results. RgNum is always
included.
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flag indicating that the page data are not in the buffer cache. The
region-hash-function is evaluated only on each cache miss. This introduces a
negligible additional delay, since a cache miss must perform one or more slow disk
accesses anyway. Since only a hash bucket needs to be locked when accessing a
page of the hash table, and each hash bucket has less than one page on average,
the global hash table does not cause lock contention.
Because contiguous pages are scattered into different regions by the
region-hash-function, the detection and execution of prefetch must be conducted
on the whole buffer cache. The page data with contiguous disk addresses should be
placed in contiguous memory space, while their page headers are managed by
different instances of replacement algorithms from different regions. This
arrangement enables efficient DMA (Direct Memory Access) transfers when
prefetching large amount of data. Some algorithms, such as SEQ [41], detect the
patterns of page addresses to make replacement decisions. These algorithms
cannot be directly used in the multi-region cache, since pages with consecutive
physical addresses are often hashed into different regions. However, alternative
algorithms can be used that do not rely on physical addresses to detect such
patterns. For example, EELRU [112] has properties similar to SEQ without
detecting page addresses.
Partitioning buffer cache into regions is an old idea, but one that was proposed
for different objectives. Multi-region cache is analogous to the set associative cache
used in memory hierarchies [47]. A set associative cache is a fast cache between
processor and memory used to reduce the memory access latency by caching
popular memory blocks in a small fast cache. In an m-way set associative cache,
the cache is partitioned into many sets, each of which can hold m different memory
blocks. Each memory block is hashed into a set based on the lower bits of the
block address. If m equals the cache size, the cache is called a fully associative
cache. The design goal of set associative cache is to reduce the cost of the
hardware to search a certain block in the cache. A multi-region cache where each
region contains m pages is similar to a m-way set associative cache, and the
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traditional one-region approach is similar to a fully associative cache.
Buffer cache partitioning is also used for other purposes: some approaches aim
at achieving hit ratios higher than a global cache [116, 121, 123]; some approaches
employ partitioning as a way of admission control [34]; some approaches seek to
perform goal-oriented tuning [14]. All these partitioning approaches strategically
place objects into partitions and adjust the sizes of partitions dynamically. The
objective of multi-region cache is to eliminate contention without paying a price
for the hit ratio. Therefore, the multi-region cache has fixed-size regions and does
not require any tuning.
5.6 Evaluation of Multi-region Cache
5.6.1 Contention
The goal of multi-region cache is to eliminate contention, without sacrificing
performance. Lock contention happens when two or more threads access pages in
the same region at the same time. Therefore, the fewer pages a region has, the
lower the probability of lock contention. When the region is small (i.e., the number
of regions is large), the chance of lock contention becomes small.
The contention micro-benchmark was used to study the effectiveness of
multi-region cache in reducing contention. Multiple mutexes are used to protect
the data structure for the replacement algorithm of each region. Each user
randomly selects a mutex to wait on, which simulates the scenario that a page in
the corresponding region is required. Contention happens only when multiple users
request the same mutex at the same time, the probability of which is low when the
number of mutexes is large. Figure 5.9 shows the system throughput normalized to
the maximum throughput, which is achieved by configuring the micro-benchmark
to have no contention. Since contention is the major factor that could decrease
throughput in the micro-benchmark, higher throughput indicates lower contention.
In the figure, the normalized throughput quickly increases to a point close to the
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maximum throughput, implying that the contention is almost eliminated. This
figure demonstrates that contention can be effectively eliminated by using a
moderate number of regions.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of Number of Mutexes on Reducing Contention
The above experiments assume that each region has the same probability to be
accessed. In real workloads, the page access probability has a skewed
distribution [52]. When each region has a random set of pages, the distribution of
access probability for each region has much less skewness than that of the page
access probability, since hot pages are likely to be scattered in different regions.
The results shown in Figure 5.10 confirm that multi-region cache can effectively
eliminate contention in real workloads with skewed accesses. The results in the
figure were obtained from the buffer cache emulator. Disk I/O calls were bypassed
to make the system contention-bound. Two processors were used in this
experiment, because the trace-reading thread cannot keep up with the worker
threads when more processors are used. The throughput of Mr.LRU(524, 40000) is
21% higher than that of LRU. The average time to finish a cache hit in
Mr.LRU(524) is 5.0µs4, whereas it is 82.1µs in LRU because of contention. The
CLOCK algorithm has contention only on cache misses. Therefore, its throughput
is higher than that of LRU, and Mr.CLOCK performs similarly to CLOCK.
41µs = 10−6 second
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Figure 5.10: Effect of Number of Regions
[ The trace is OpenMail6. The page size is 1KB. All I/O calls are bypassed.
The cache size is 2GB (The first level cache of this trace is 1GB). The number of
processors is 2 and the number of users is 30. ]
5.6.2 Miss Ratio
Miss ratio is a crucial metric when evaluating the performance of multi-region
cache. The overall miss ratio of a multi-region cache can be affected by many
factors: the number of pages mapped into a region, the access frequency of a
region (i.e., the sum of access frequencies of all pages in this region), the
replacement algorithm used and the miss ratio of the region. A detailed
mathematical model is difficult to develop, however, because these factors,
especially the miss ratio of each region, are hard to model.
Since the multi-region cache with region size m is similar to an m-way set
associative cache, previous studies on set associative cache can be used as an
indication of how multi-region cache performs. Normally, m-way set associative
cache has higher miss ratio than fully associative cache. This difference decreases
as m increases. The miss ratio of an 8-way set associative cache is not observably
different from that of a fully associative cache [47]. Because the buffer cache is
large, each region of a multi-region cache typically is much larger than 8 pages.
Analogous to the set associative cache, it can be expected that multi-region cache
has almost the same miss ratio as that of the one-region cache.
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Several analyses of the miss ratio of the multi-region cache with simplified
assumptions are first presented to provide insight into the miss ratio of the
multi-region cache. Simulation studies on different traces are then presented.
5.6.2.1 Modeling Results
The notation used in this section is summarized in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Notation for the Analysis of the Multi-region Cache
Symbol Definition
Di Number of distinct pages hashed into region i as a random variable
Li Proportion of logical references to pages in region i as a random variable
Mi The miss ratio of region i as a random variable
M The miss ratio of the whole multi-region cache as a random variable
D Data size in pages (the total number of distinct pages accessed)
n Number of regions
R Size of a region in pages
C Total cache size in pages C = nR
miss(r) Miss ratio function of the buffer cache given the proportion of the cache
size to the data size
In the one-region cache, the miss ratio of the buffer cache is miss(C/D). In
multi-region cache, the set of pages in any region is a random sample of all pages.
The probability that this sample represents the behaviour of all pages is high as
long as the region size is not too small. Therefore, it is assumed that each region
has the same miss ratio function as the whole buffer cache. Since approximately
D
n
data pages are hashed into each region, the proportion of the cache size to the data
size in each region is close to (
C
n
)
(
D
n
) = C
D
,
indicating that the miss ratio of each region, and the overall miss ratio of the
multi-region cache, is the same as that of the one-region cache.
In multi-region cache, the regions need not have exactly the same number of
pages. The probability that a page is put into a region is 1/n. Thus the number of
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pages in region i is a binomial random variable Di, whose probability function is:
PDi(k) =
(
n
k
) (
1
n
)k (
n− 1
n
)n−k
The distribution of the proportion of page references in each region Li depends
on the distribution of page references to all pages, which is a skewed
distribution [52]. A distribution commonly used to represent the skewness of data
accesses is defined by Knuth [65, p. 400]:
pi =
iθ − (i− 1)θ
N θ
,
where i = 1 . . .N and 0 < θ ≤ 1.
When θ = 1, this is the uniform distribution. When
θ =
log 0.80
log 0.20
= 0.1386,
this is the popular “80-20” distribution where 80% of the references go to 20% of
the pages. This distribution is called Knuth(a, b), where
θ =
log 0.01a
log 0.01b
.
A region with more distinct pages hashed into it has more average logical
references to this region:
E[Li] =
Di
D
,
where E[Li] is the mean of Li. Therefore, Di = D · E[Li], and the correlation
between Li and Di is:
E[Li ·D · E[Li]]− E[Li] · E[D · E[Li]] = 0.
Preliminary experiments on many traces and different configurations confirmed
that the correlation between Li and Di is small (< 10
−5). The following analysis
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assumes that Li and Di have no correlation.
The miss ratio of the overall buffer cache M is:
M =
n∑
i=1
LiMi,
where Mi is the miss ratio of region i: Mi = miss(
C
nDi
).
L1, L2, . . ., and Ln have negative correlation, since when one region gets more
logical references, other regions tend to get fewer logical references. Preliminary
experiments indicate that the correlation between any two of them is very close to
zero as long as the number of regions is not too small. Therefore, the correlation
among them is not considered. The small negative correlation among D1, D2, . . .,
Dn are ignored for the same reason. Since the Li (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are considered
independent, L is used to represent all of them. Similarly, R is used to represent
Ri (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). The overall miss ratio M can be written as:
M =
n∑
i=1
L ·miss(
C
nDi
). (5.1)
The study of production database workloads indicates that the miss ratio
function can be well fitted by [52]: miss(r) = 0.102(100r + 0.208)−0.511, which is
used as the miss ratio function when solving expression 5.1. The distribution of
the overall miss ratio M with different skewness is simulated numerically and
shown in Figure 5.11; its mean and standard deviation are listed in Table 5.4. The
figure and table show that the distribution of miss ratio is affected mainly by the
skewness of page accesses. With a more skewed distribution, the miss ratio has a
larger standard deviation. The number of regions has no obvious effect on the
average miss ratio. In all cases, the average miss ratio is within 1% of that of the
one-region cache.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of Miss Ratio
[ The vertical line is the miss ratio of the one-region cache. ]
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Table 5.4: Miss Ratio of Multi-region Cache
Skewness
Number of
Regions
Miss Ratio
Mean
Standard
Deviation
- 1 9.261% 0
10 9.259% 0.000494
Knuth(40, 20) 100 9.260% 0.000217
1000 9.263% 0.000171
10 9.260% 0.00132
Knuth(60, 20) 100 9.258% 0.00131
1000 9.268% 0.00136
10 9.263% 0.0131
Knuth(80, 20) 100 9.250% 0.0137
1000 9.373% 0.0145
5.6.2.2 Simulation Results
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the cache speedups of different replacement algorithms
as a function of region size under different cache sizes and different workloads.
These results were obtained from simulation. Only results from the LRU algorithm
are presented, since all other algorithms have the same trend as LRU. On the
rightmost data point of each line, the region size is 1. The figure shows that the
system throughput is stable across a wide range of region sizes for a wide range of
workloads. In all traces except the TPC-W trace, the cache speedup only starts to
drop when each region has less than about 100 pages, at which point the number
of regions is several hundreds of thousands. Based on Figure 5.9 (page 102), the
number of regions required to eliminate contention is far less than the points where
the cache speedup starts to drop. The cache speedup for the TPC-W trace drops
earlier when the buffer cache is large. This trace has good temporal locality [68],
and large TPC-W configurations typically use a buffer size which is less than 5% of
the data size [126]. Therefore, the drop of cache speedup in Figure 5.13(f) is not
likely to happen in practice.
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Figure 5.12: Effect of Number of Regions
[ Each line represents a cache size ranging between 0.1-0.6 of the data size. LRU is
the replacement policy. On the rightmost point of each plotted line, the size of each
region is one page. ]
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Figure 5.13: Effect of Number of Regions – More Workloads
[ Each line represents a cache size ranging between 0.1-0.6 of the data size. LRU is
the replacement policy. On the rightmost point of each plotted line, the size of each
region is one page. Figure 5.13(e) and 5.13(f) have different scales on the y-axis
than all other figures. ]
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5.6.3 Overhead
The overhead that multi-region cache adds to a one-region cache comes from the
need to evaluate the region-hash-function on every cache miss. This cost should be
small because of the low frequency and long latency of cache misses. The overhead
of multi-region cache was measured in the cache emulator to confirm this.
The cache emulator is configured to bypass all disk I/O calls to measure the
overhead of multi-region cache. This omission makes the results conservative, since
the overhead of evaluating region-hash-functions can otherwise be dominated by
disk I/Os in cache misses. The random synthetic trace was used since the type of
the trace does not affect the overhead of the replacement policy. Three
replacement algorithms with different time complexities were selected. The lock
proportion was set to the upper bound of 10% to show the worst case of overhead.
Figure 5.14 shows the results obtained.
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Figure 5.14: Overhead of Multi-region Cache
[ All throughput values were measured from the cache emulator, with the random
synthetic trace. The cache miss ratio is 5%. All disk I/O calls were bypassed. The
page size was 4096 bytes, and the cache size was 1600MB. The number of users was
1. The work interval was configured so that the lock proportion is 10% when using
the LRU replacement policy. ]
The throughput of Mr.LRU(1) is similar to that of LRU, implying that the
overhead introduced by multi-region cache is small. Mr.LRU(20000,100) has 19%
lower throughput than LRU, because the program manipulating 20,000 linked lists
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generates more processor cache misses than the program manipulating one linked
list. The same trend can be seen for the Mr.LRU2-F and LRU2-F algorithms.
These results are conservative since (1) the emulated workload does not compete
for processor cache with LRU as much as a real workload does; (2) when the lock
proportion is 10%, the system is likely to be I/O-bound, where the overhead does
not matter. In more realistic environments, the overhead of the multi-region cache
is expected to be close to the overhead of the one-region cache.
Mr.LRU2-S(20000,100) outperforms LRU2-S by about 600 times. Moreover, it
has throughput comparable to Mr.LRU and outperforms LRU2-F. The reason for
this speedup is that, although the miss overhead of LRU2-S is O(n), it performs
comparably to an algorithm with O(1) overhead when n is small. As an extreme
case, when the miss ratio is decreased from 5% to 20% by increasing the data size,
the throughput of Mr.LRU2-S(20000,100) drops 21% due to the O(n) miss
overhead. The system is unlikely to be CPU-bound under such high miss ratios,
however, and so this extra miss overhead can be overlapped by disk requests.
The multi-region cache introduces some space overhead. Every instance of the
cache replacement algorithm has to maintain some bookkeeping information.
When there are hundreds of thousands of regions, the total space occupied by
these bookkeeping data structures could be a concern. One way to reduce this
space overhead would be to extract the read-only or infrequently updated data
from these instances and store them in global data structures.
5.7 Discussion
An ideal cache replacement algorithm should have high hit ratio, low overhead and
low lock contention, but an algorithm which is superior in one aspect is often
inferior in others. Designers often need to make tradeoffs between these aspects.
Some systems, such as storage servers, disk caches and I/O controller caches,
are likely to be I/O-bound because of the large lock proportion in the workload.
Normally only one processor (or two for high availability) is needed in these
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systems, and so lock contention can be safely ignored. The overhead of the
replacement algorithm can also be overlapped by disk I/Os. As a result, a
replacement algorithm with high hit ratio is the preferred choice.
Some systems, such as database systems, must work well under both
I/O-bound workloads and CPU-bound workloads. In such environments, systems
with many disks and multiple processors are often used to support many
concurrent users, and lock contention has the largest impact on system
throughput. Without using the multi-region cache, a CLOCK-based algorithm is a
good choice, since it does not cause lock contention on cache hits and its lower hit
ratio can be offset by adding more memory or disks. With the multi-region cache,
the replacement algorithm with the highest hit ratio can be used.
Emulation results presented in Figure 5.14 suggest that when using
multi-region cache, a replacement algorithm with O(1) hit overhead and O(n) miss
overhead can perform well, even in a CPU-bound system. This relaxation on cache
miss overhead enables a new family of replacement algorithms that perform simple
bookkeeping on a cache hit (e.g., recording a timestamp in the page header) and a
full region scan for the victim page on a cache miss.
Another area that can benefit from the multi-region cache approach is virtual
memory management, one of the most crucial components in operating systems.
The design of replacement algorithms for virtual memory management is
constrained by the requirement that cache hits must be performed by hardware.
The virtual memory management functions in existing hardware only allow
CLOCK-based algorithms to be used, since the hardware support for more
advanced algorithms is too expensive. Using multi-region cache, it is possible to
accurately implement sophisticated algorithms (such as LRU, LRU-2, LIRS, etc.)
in virtual memory with small additional hardware support. For example, Mr.LRU
could be implemented by letting the processor write the current timestamp into
the page table entry whenever a page is referenced. On a cache miss on page p, the
page table entries of all pages in the region that page p belongs to are scanned and
the page with the oldest timestamp is evicted.
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5.8 Summary
In this chapter, lock contention in buffer cache replacement algorithms is analyzed.
The design tradeoffs in various aspects of a replacement algorithm are discussed
and approaches that can eliminate lock contention are investigated. It is found
that the impact of lock contention on system throughput is mostly affected by the
lock proportion of the workload and the number of processors in the system. The
number of threads affects the extent of contention only weakly.
One of the current solutions for reducing contention is to use a CLOCK-based
replacement algorithm. Simulations found that in large buffer caches, the CLOCK
algorithm has an unnoticeably smaller hit ratio than other advanced algorithms,
while this small hit ratio difference results in significantly worse system throughput
compared to other replacement algorithms.
Further study of the overhead of the replacement algorithm indicates that
algorithms with O(log n) overhead only slightly impact system throughput
compared to algorithms with O(1) overhead, even in large buffer caches. Moreover,
the larger overhead of the O(log n) algorithm is not caused by the higher time
complexity but by more processor cache misses. This result suggests that it is
worthwhile to deploy replacement algorithms with higher hit ratio and/or lower
lock contention at the expense of some CPU overhead.
A new approach called multi-region cache is proposed to reduce lock
contention. The multi-region cache splits the buffer cache into many fixed-size
regions, each of which is managed by an instance of a replacement algorithm. Any
replacement algorithms can be used together with the multi-region cache. Since
the multi-region cache removes the need for a global data structure, lock
contention is reduced to a negligible level. Analysis and simulation show that use
of the multi-region cache does not noticeably decrease either the overall hit ratio or
the cache speedup of the buffer cache with hundreds of thousands of regions. The
low overhead of the multi-region cache makes it practical in real systems.
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Chapter 6
Disk Layout Management
Disk layout management deals with how the data are placed on the disks. Its main
design objective is to reduce the time that the disk head must wait when reading
and writing data. This is often done by aggregating disk I/O requests so that a
few large I/Os are performed instead of many small I/Os; this means that the slow
disk arm movement and rotational latency can be reduced when accessing data on
different locations of the disk. Disk layout management can significantly affect disk
I/O performance of the system [74, 75].
Some disk layout approaches seek to optimize read performance [74] while some
approaches mainly optimize write performance [96]. With large in-memory buffers,
most disk reads can be resolved in memory [88]. As a result, in write-intensive
systems, such as database servers running OLTP applications, email servers, file
servers and storage servers, write requests make up a large portion of the total disk
traffic [32, 113]. This makes the optimization of write performance crucial to
overall system performance.
The typical approach to disk layout for writes is Overwrite, which means that
new data are overwritten on top of old copies. Data of one file are normally placed
contiguously on disks. If the entire file is written as a whole, write performance is
good. But some workloads, such as OLTP and email workloads, have small
random writes. Moreover, a large system often supports many users. Interleaved
requests from multiple concurrent users destroy the locality of the disk request
stream and result in poor write performance. LFS (Log-structured File
System) [88, 96] uses a non-overwrite approach in which data are accumulated and
written to new places in large chunks. It has the potential to achieve superior
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write performance while maintaining comparable read performance [96, 108], but
LFS has to perform segment cleaning to reclaim large contiguous free space for
further writes. Previous studies [108] on a 1991 disk under OLTP workloads have
found that this cleaning overhead significantly degrades system performance when
the disk space utilization is higher than 50%. Disk technology has improved
dramatically since these studies were published. Using 1991’s DEC RZ26 and
today’s Cheetah X15 36LP as examples, the disk positioning time has decreased
from 15ms to 5.6ms (a 2.7x times improvement), while the disk bandwidth has
increased from 2.3MB/s to 61MB/s (a 27x times improvement). The disk
bandwidth improved 10 times more than the positioning time for these two disks,
and this trend is expected to continue [43]. Since LFS was designed to utilize the
disk bandwidth effectively, this trend speaks favourably to the performance of
LFS. Whether or not the cleaning cost of LFS is still prohibitively high on modern
and future disks is an unaddressed issue.
This chapter investigates the performance of LFS and Overwrite under modern
disk technologies in large configurations. A new disk layout approach is proposed
that further improves performance [135]. The remainder of this chapter is
organized as follows. Section 6.1 develops a performance model for LFS and
Overwrite and analyzes their performance. Section 6.2 describes the design of the
new disk layout approach, called HyLog. Section 6.3 discusses the methodology
used to evaluate HyLog and Section 6.4 presents simulation results of HyLog.
Section 6.5 summarizes this chapter.
6.1 Disk Layout Write Cost Model
The extensive use of client and server caching on read traffic makes write
performance an important factor in many systems [88]. In fact, write traffic was
found to exceed read traffic on some recent file systems [32] and OLTP
workloads [113]. Two popular approaches for managing disk layouts are Overwrite,
where updated data are overwritten to their old addresses, and LFS [96], where
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updated data are written to new locations. Previous studies have found that the
read performance of these two approaches is comparable while their write
performance has large differences [96, 108]. An analytical model that quantifies the
write performance of these two approaches is important for understanding their
overall performance, as well as for designing and evaluating new disk layout
approaches. A new write cost model is developed that gives the average time the
disk takes to write one page of data under Overwrite or LFS.
6.1.1 Assumptions and Definitions
To simplify the modelling, it is assumed that read performance is not affected by
different disk layouts. The notation used for the model is summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Notation for the Disk Layout Write Cost Model
Category Symbol Definition
Disk
Parameters
Tpos Disk positioning time
B Average sustained bandwidth of the disk
Nd Number of disks in a disk array (RAID)
Tpg Average disk I/O time to read/write a disk page
Tseg Average disk I/O time to read/write a disk segment
η Segment I/O efficiency
System
Config.
P Size of a disk page in bytes
S Size of a disk segment in number of pages
System
Statistics
ud Disk space utilization
u Space utilization of the segments to be cleaned
Pidle Proportion of idle time in a disk array (RAID)
h Proportion of pages in the hot partition (hot pages)
w Proportion of writes to the hot partition (hot writes)
Write
Costs
Cow Write cost of Overwrite
C ′ow Scaled write cost of Overwrite
Clfscleaning Write cost of LFS using cleaning
C ′lfscleaning Scaled write cost of LFS using cleaning
Clfsplugging Write cost of LFS using hole-plugging
C ′lfsplugging Scaled write cost of LFS using hole-plugging
C ′hylog Scaled write cost of HyLog
A simple disk model with seek time, rotational latency and transfer bandwidth
is used. The positioning time Tpos is the sum of the average seek time and the
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average rotational latency, i.e., the time for the disk to rotate half a rotation. The
transfer bandwidth B is the average sustained bandwidth at which the disk can
read or write data. It is assumed that the read bandwidth is the same as the write
bandwidth.
It is also assumed that data are stored on the disk in fixed-size pages of P
bytes. In LFS, the disk is separated into fixed-size segments, each of which has S
pages. The time to read or write a page is Tpg and the time to read or write a
segment is Tseg. Therefore,
Tpg = Tpos +
P
B
,
and
Tseg = Tpos +
SP
B
.
The disk space utilization ud represents the proportion of the disk space
occupied by user data: 0 < ud < 1.
LFS writes data in units of segments instead of pages in an attempt to achieve
better write performance than Overwrite. The segment I/O efficiency η represents
the saving of disk I/O time for writing one segment over writing S pages of the
segment individually. η is defined as
η =
STpg
Tseg
=
S(P + TposB)
SP + TposB
. (6.1)
The higher the η, the better the performance of LFS, if other factors are
constant. η is a monotonously increasing function of the segment size S and a
monotonously increasing function of TposB, called the disk performance product.
TposB represents the amount of data the disk can transfer during the time required
to position the disk head. The parameters of three high-end SCSI disks of different
years are listed in Table 6.2. Their segment I/O efficiency is shown in Figure 6.1.
Modern disks have much larger η than old disks, implying LFS should perform
much better on modern disks than on old disks.
When a disk has multiple pending requests from several users, a disk
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Table 6.2: Disk Parameters
Brand Name Year Positioning Time (ms) Bandwidth(MB/s)
Cheetah X15 36LP 2004 5.6 61.0
Quantum atlas10k 1999 8.6 20.4
DEC RZ26 1991 15.0 2.3
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Figure 6.1: Segment I/O Efficiency of Different Disks
[ Page size is 8KB. ]
scheduling algorithm is often used to reorder the requests, which could reduce the
average disk positioning time. As a result, η decreases as the number of pending
requests increases.
6.1.2 Modelling LFS and Overwrite
6.1.2.1 The Write Cost Model
The Write Cost of Overwrite
In Overwrite, each write takes Tpg time. Thus the write cost of Overwrite Cow is
Cow = Tpg.
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The Write Cost of LFS
To model the write cost of LFS, the segment cleaning overhead must be considered.
The cost of segment cleaning is directly affected by the space utilization of the
segments selected for cleaning, which is defined as the cleaning space utilization u.
There are two segment cleaning methods: cleaning [96] and hole-plugging [72].
These variants of LFS are called LFS-cleaning and LFS-plugging, respectively.
In LFS-cleaning, some candidate segments for cleaning are selected and read
into memory. The pages that have been written again after this segment was
written are called dead pages and other pages are called live pages. The live pages
in these segments are written out to new segments, while the dead pages are
discarded. After this cleaning procedure, the old copies of these segments are
considered free and the space occupied by the dead pages in these segments is
reclaimed. After 1 segment is read, segment space u is written and segment space
1− u is freed. Therefore
1 + u
1− u
segment I/O operations are required to free 1
segment space. For the system to be balanced, whenever a segment of user data is
written to the disk, a segment of free space is reclaimed by cleaning. Thus LFS
requires
1 +
1 + u
1− u
=
2
1− u
segment I/O operations to write one segment of user data. The average time
required to write one page in LFS is defined as the write cost Clfscleaning:
Clfscleaning =
Tseg
S
·
2
1− u
.
In LFS-plugging, some candidate segments are read into memory, and the alive
pages of these candidate segments are written out to holes found in other segments
so that the space occupied by these candidate segments becomes free. To reclaim
one segment of free space requires 1 segment read and uS page writes. Therefore,
the write cost of LFS-plugging Clfsplugging is defined as the average time required
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to write one page:
Clfsplugging =
1
S
· (2Tseg + uSTpg).
Calculation of Cleaning Space Utilization
If the workload is uniform random update, the segment with the lowest space
utilization should be selected for cleaning in both LFS-cleaning and LFS-plugging.
u increases with ud and u ≤ ud. The relation between the two can be
approximated by [77]:
ud = (u− 1)/ lnu. (6.2)
Figure 6.2 shows that simulation results match this formula well. If the page
update frequencies have a skewed distribution, as seen in real workloads [52, 94],
the cleaning space utilization is lower than that under the uniform random update
workload [72]. Expression 6.2 can be used as an upper bound estimation of u,
given the disk space utilization ud.
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Figure 6.2: Disk Space and Cleaning Space Utilization
[ Assuming f(x) = (x−1)/ ln x, Equation 6.2 can be written as ud = f(u). Therefore,
u = f−1(ud). The function f
−1(u) cannot be represented in a closed form. The
f−1(x) line shown in the figure was plotted from numerical solutions. ]
Impact of Segment Size in LFS
Previous simulation studies [72] showed that the segment size is an important
contributor to the performance of LFS. By experimenting on different disks, the
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following rules of thumb were found [72]:
1. The optimal segment sizes are different for different disks. Only the disk
performance product (the product of the positioning time and the transfer
bandwidth) matters.
2. Larger segments are required for faster disks. The optimal segment size is
approximately 4 times the disk performance product.
Equation (6.1) shows that TposB is the only disk characteristic that affects η,
which is consistent with the first rule of thumb. The scaled write costs (Equations
(6.4), (6.5) and (6.6)) indicate that the higher the η and the lower the u, the more
advantage LFS can achieve over Overwrite. Figure 6.1 shows that the larger the
segment, the higher the η. On one hand, however, the increase of η is slower with
larger segment sizes, while on the other hand, the cleaning space utilization
becomes higher with larger segments [72]. Therefore, there is an optimal segment
size to achieve the best performance. From Equation (6.1), the limit of η is:
lim
S→∞
η = lim
S→∞
S(P + TposB)
SP + TposB
=
TposB + P
P
.
Assume that a segment size should be selected so that proportion α of this limit is
achieved (0 < α < 1). Then
S(TposB + P )
TposB + SP
= α
TposB + P
P
.
Thus
S · P =
α
1− α
TposB,
where S · P is equal to the segment size. If α = 80%, the segment size is
S · P = 4TposB, (6.3)
which is consistent with the second rule of thumb. The preferred segment sizes
suggested by Equation (6.3) are marked by small crosses in Figure 6.3. The crosses
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are close to the “knee” of the curve, which means a reasonably high η value is
achieved with a relatively small segment size. In this study, the segment size is
calculated from this formula and then rounded to the closest size in powers of two.
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Figure 6.3: Segment Sizes of Different Disks
[ Page size is 8KB. The small crosses indicate the segment size suggested by Equa-
tion (6.3). ]
6.1.2.2 Performance Comparisons
The performance of these disk layouts can be compared in terms of their write
costs. To simplify the write costs, the scaled write cost is defined by scaling all
write costs by
S
Tseg
:
C ′ow =
S
Tseg
Cow = η (6.4)
C ′lfscleaning =
S
Tseg
Clfscleaning =
2
1− u
(6.5)
C ′lfsplugging =
S
Tseg
Clfsplugging = 2 + uη (6.6)
Note that C ′lfscleaning is the same as the traditional write cost of LFS [96]. The
write cost of Overwrite was defined as the reciprocal of the utilized disk bandwidth
(i.e.,
TposB + P
P
) [96], which ignores the effect of segment size. Segment size is
important to the performance of LFS [72] and is taken into account by C ′ow.
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Figure 6.4 shows the scaled write cost of the disks listed in Table 6.2. The
relationship between LFS-cleaning and LFS-plugging is consistent with previous
studies [72]. Overwrite, LFS-cleaning and LFS-plugging always cross at the same
point when u = 1− 2/η. Since faster disks have larger η, this cross point happens
at higher disk space utilization for faster disks (e.g., u = 94% or ud = 97% for a
year 2004 disk), which means that the performance advantage of LFS over
Overwrite increases as disk technologies improve. Figure 6.4 indicates that LFS
outperforms Overwrite under such workloads when the cleaning space utilization is
below 94% under modern disks. Under real workloads other than a uniform
random update workload, LFS should perform better than what is shown in
Figure 6.4 since data accesses in real workloads have skewness [51] which could
significantly decrease the cleaning space utilization [72]. Therefore, under modern
and future disk technologies, the cleaning cost of LFS is much less important than
the common belief derived from studies with thirteen-year-old disks [108].
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Figure 6.4: Write Costs of Different Layouts
[ Smaller values indicate better performance. The segment size for Cheetah X15
36LP (year 2004 disk) is 1MB, for atlas10k (year 1999 disk) is 512KB, and for DEC
RZ26 (year 1991 disk) is 128KB. The selection of segment sizes is discussed in
Section 6.1.2.1. The scaled write cost of LFS-cleaning is the same for all disks. ]
Many systems use disk arrays and have multiple concurrent users. The number
of disks is defined as Nd. It is assumed that users send out requests without think
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time. When RAID is used, all disks are viewed as one large logical disk. The stripe
size of RAID is set to S pages, where S is computed based on Equation (6.3). In
RAID-0, the segment size of the logical disk is NdS; in RAID-5, the segment size
of the logical disk is (Nd − 1)S, because one disk worth of space is used to store
parity data. This organization allows segment I/O to utilize all available disk
bandwidth and eliminates the small write penalty [89] in RAID-5.
6.1.3 The HyLog Model and Performance Potential
Figure 6.4 indicates that a small reduction in disk space utilization can
significantly reduce segment cleaning cost and improve the performance of LFS.
Because of the skewness in the page access distribution [51], most writes are to a
small portion of data pages (called hot pages), while the other pages (called cold
pages) are updated infrequently. In LFS, hot pages rarely need to be cleaned
because their current copies on the disk are often invalidated by further writes to
these pages before the space they occupy is reclaimed by the cleaner. Therefore,
most of the cleaning cost comes from cold pages, while most of the high write
performance comes from accumulating the writes to hot pages. If only these hot
pages are managed by LFS while cold pages are managed by Overwrite, all free
space can be dedicated to the hot pages, since Overwrite does not need extra free
space. The resulting space utilization for the hot pages would be lower, which
implies higher performance for the hot pages. Therefore, the overall performance
could exceed both LFS and Overwrite. This leads to a new approach, called the
Hybrid Log-structured (HyLog) layout. The basic idea underlying HyLog was first
mentioned in the conclusions of Lomet’s work [69]: “it is not impossible to envision
an LFS in which some segments are managed using in-place updating”, but no
further analyses or experiments were conducted.
In HyLog, the disk is divided into fixed-size segments, similar to LFS. A
segment is a hot segment (containing hot pages and free pages), a cold segment
(containing cold pages and free pages), or a free segment (containing only free
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pages). The hot segments and the free segments form the hot partition, while the
cold segments form the cold partition.
Since LFS-plugging performs worse than LFS-cleaning under low space
utilization and worse than Overwrite under high space utilization, including
LFS-plugging in HyLog brings no performance benefit. Therefore, LFS-plugging is
not considered when modelling HyLog. Assume the proportion of hot pages is h
(0 < h < 1) and the proportion of writes to the hot pages (called hot writes) is w
(0 < w < 1). If all free space is in the hot partition, the disk space utilization of
the hot partition is
uh
1− u + uh
. (6.7)
The space utilization of segments to be cleaned, u, can be calculated from
expression 6.7 based on Equation (6.2). The scaled write cost of HyLog, C ′hylog, is
C ′hylog = (1− w)C
′
ow + wC
′
lfs
= (1− w)η +
2w
1− u
. (6.8)
When h is 0 and 1, the cost of HyLog degrades to Overwrite and LFS, respectively.
The proportion of hot writes w is a function of h, which is the CDF of the write
frequencies.
For uniformly distributed random access, w = h. It was found that the CDF of
the page update frequency in production database workloads follows the
Hill(fmax, k, n) distribution Hill(105, 0.528, 0.546) [51], which is defined by
f(x) =
fmax · x
n
k + xn
. Note that these distributions are for page updates before being
filtered by the buffer cache. When write through is used (as in an NFS server),
these distributions can also describe the page writes to disks. When write back is
used (as in a database server), the page writes to disks are less skewed (closer to
the uniform distribution).
The Knuth(a, b) distribution (see Section 5.6.2 in page 103) is used to
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represent the skewness of data accesses. Knuth(a, b) means that a% of the
references go to b% of the pages. Figure 6.5 shows the CDF of these distributions
with different parameters.
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[ Knuth(a, b) means that a% of the references go to b% of the pages. ]
Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) show the scaled write cost of HyLog under these
distributions. Equation (6.2) is used to convert disk space utilization to cleaning
space utilization. Since this equation works only for uniform random workloads,
the results shown in Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) are conservative for skewed
distributions. With the right number of hot pages, HyLog outperforms both
Overwrite and LFS. The higher the skewness of the distribution, the fewer hot
pages are required and the more benefit can be achieved. In other words, HyLog
has greater performance potential than LFS and Overwrite under high disk space
utilization. When the disk space utilization is low, HyLog has limited benefit over
LFS.
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Figure 6.6: Performance Potential of HyLog
[ The two horizontal lines in Figure 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) represent the write cost of
Overwrite and LFS, respectively. η is 32.8, representing the Cheetah X15 36LP
disk with 1MB segment size and 8KB page size. Knuth(a, b) means that a% of the
references go to b% of the pages. ]
6.2 The Design of HyLog
6.2.1 Design Assumptions
It is assumed that the disk layouts under study (Overwrite, LFS, WOLF and
HyLog) are at the storage level rather than the file system level. It is assumed that
NVRAM is used by these disk layouts so that small synchronous writes caused by
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metadata operations are not necessary, and so the metadata operations are not
considered in this study. This omission greatly simplified the design and
implementation of the disk layout simulator. Because LFS performs much better
than Overwrite on metadata operations [96, 108], the omission of metadata
operations makes the results presented for LFS, WOLF and HyLog conservative
compared to Overwrite.
These assumptions, however, do not mean that HyLog can be used only at the
storage level with NVRAM. The metadata integrity and fast recovery from crash
must be supported without NVRAM if HyLog is used at the file system level. One
approach is to apply technologies such as Soft-updates [37] and journaling [140] to
HyLog. Another approach is to treat all metadata as hot pages so that fast
recovery can be achieved in a way similar to LFS.
WOLF [131] reduces the segment cleaning cost of LFS by sorting the pages to
be written based on their update frequencies and writing to multiple segments at a
time. This idea can be easily applied to HyLog to reduce its cleaning cost further,
but, to isolate the benefit realized from the design of HyLog and from the idea of
WOLF, this optimization is not performed in this study.
6.2.2 Separating Algorithm
Before a page is written to the disk, HyLog runs a separating algorithm to
determine if this page is hot. If it is, the write is delayed and the page is stored
temporarily in an in-memory segment buffer. Otherwise, it is overwritten
immediately to its original place on the disk. When hot pages fill up the segment
buffer, they are written out to a free disk segment, freeing the disk space occupied
by their old copies.
As time goes on, some hot pages may become cold. These pages are written to
the cold partition rather than to their current locations in the hot partition to
avoid extra cleaning overhead. As some cold pages become hot and are written to
the hot partition, free space may appear in the cold partition. To reclaim this free
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space more effectively, HyLog uses an adaptive cleaning algorithm to select
segments with the highest cleaning benefit from both hot and cold partitions.
Separating hot pages from cold pages accurately is the key to the design of
HyLog, as shown in Figure 6.6. The basic idea of the separating algorithm is
simple. First, the write frequencies of recently updated pages are collected. These
write frequencies are used to get the relationship between w and h. Then
Equation (6.8) is used to calculate C ′hylog for all h. The hot page proportion h with
the lowest C ′hylog is used as the expected hot page proportion.
Measuring η accurately is important for HyLog to make correct decisions. The
service time of page I/O and segment I/O of each request is collected at the disk
level. The average of the most recent 10,000 requests is used to compute η. Since a
segment I/O always keeps all disks busy, while a page I/O keeps only one disk
busy, page I/O is less efficient in disk arrays. If the proportion of the disk idle time
is Pidle, η is adjusted to
η
1− Pidle
.
The write frequencies of all disk pages are collected in real time. A frequency
counter is associated with each page. This counter is initialized to 0, and reset to 0
after every measurement interval. Whenever a page is written to the disk, its
frequency counter is incremented. At the end of each measurement interval, all
frequency counters are sorted in a descending order and stored in an array, which
is used to calculate hot writes given the hot page proportion. The separating
algorithm is invoked every measurement interval. After the expected hot page
proportion is obtained, a page separating threshold can be determined so that all
pages with write frequencies no less than the threshold are considered hot pages.
Preliminary experiments were conducted to study the sensitivity of system
performance to the value of the measurement interval. When the measurement
interval is smaller than 20 minutes, the throughput is not sensitive to the
measurement interval. However, the throughput starts dropping with larger
measurement intervals. 20 minutes is used as the measurement interval to reduce
the frequency that the separating algorithm is invoked.
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6.2.3 Segment Cleaning Algorithm
HyLog’s segment cleaning algorithm is adapted from the adaptive cleaning
algorithm of LFS [72], which dynamically selects between cleaning and
hole-plugging based on their write cost.
In Hylog, the cleaner is invoked whenever the number of free segments falls
below a threshold (set to 10). In every cleaning pass, the cleaner processes up to
20MB of data. It first calculates the cost-benefit values of the following four
possible cleaning choices: (1) cleaning in the hot partition, (2) hole-plugging in the
hot partition, (3) cleaning in the cold partition, and (4) hole-plugging in the cold
partition. It then performs cleaning using the scheme with the lowest cost-benefit
value.
6.3 Methodology
6.3.1 The Simulator, Verification, and Validation
Trace-driven simulations were used to compare the throughput of different disk
layouts. The simulator consists of a disk component, a disk layout component, and
a buffer cache component. The disk component was ported from DiskSim 2.0 [38].
The disk layout component simulates disk layouts for Overwrite, LFS, WOLF, and
HyLog. The implementation of LFS is based on the algorithm descriptions of two
previous LFS simulators [72, 96] and the source code of the Sprite operating
system [114]. The implementation of WOLF is based on the algorithm description
of a previous WOLF simulator [131]. The buffer cache component uses the LRU
algorithm. Together, this component and the disk layout component comprise over
31,000 lines of C++ code. The three components communicate through an
event-driven mechanism. Overwrite, LFS and WOLF are implemented as special
cases of HyLog. Overwrite is obtained by considering all pages as cold, and LFS
and WOLF are obtained by treating all pages as hot. Therefore, the only
difference between these disk layouts is the page separating algorithm. This design
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guarantees that HyLog does not perform any “shortcut” operations that the other
three approaches do not have and thus improves the fairness of performance
comparisons. Since HyLog performs more work than Overwrite, LFS, and WOLF,
this design may increase the execution time of the simulation, which does not
affect the simulation result in anyway.
In order to verify the disk layout component, a simple disk layout simulator
called TinySim was developed independently. TinySim simulates LFS and WOLF,
and supports a single user and single disk environment. TinySim and the disk
layout component were run under uniformly distributed random update and
hot-cold (10% of the pages are referenced 90% of the time) synthetic
workloads [96], respectively. The overall write cost [72, 131], which is the key
performance metric of LFS and WOLF, was obtained from both simulators. In
most cases, the differences between the results of the two simulators were within
5%.
After verification, the cleaning algorithms in the disk layout component were
validated against results presented by Matthews et al. [72]. Figure 6.7 shows the
overall write costs of the cost-age, hole-plugging, and adaptive cleaning algorithms
under a uniformly distributed random update workload. These cleaning algorithms
show trends very similar to those in Figure 6 of the study by Matthews et al. [72].
The implementations of Overwrite and LFS were validated further by
comparing their performance with that of FFS (uses overwrite) and BSD LFS
done by Seltzer et al. [108] under the TPC-B benchmark. As was done by
Matthews et al. [72], the uniformly distributed random update workload is used to
simulate the TPC-B workload. Since the DSP 3105 disk used by Seltzer et al. [108]
is not available in DiskSim, a similar disk, the DEC RZ26, was used in the
validation experiments. Table 6.3 lists the specifications of the two disks. The
DEC RZ26 has slightly slower average seek time and slightly higher transfer rate
because it has one more sector per track than the DSP 3105, but it is very similar
otherwise.
Table 6.4 shows the throughput of Overwrite and LFS in this study and by
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Figure 6.7: Validation of Overall Write Cost of LFS
[ The workload is uniform random update. Page size is 8KB, segment size is 256KB,
Tpos = 15ms, B = 5MB/s, and cache size is 128MB. ]
Table 6.3: Disk Comparison for Simulator Validation
Parameters DSP 3105 DEC RZ26
RPM 5400 5400
Sectors/Track 57 58
Cylinders 2568 2599
Platters 14 14
Track Buffer 256KB 285KB
Avg. Seek Time 9.5ms 9.8ms
Transfer Rate 2.3MB/s 2.3MB/s
Seltzer et al. [108]. Although the reported throughput of LFS with cleaning in the
study of Seltzer et al. was 27.0, it has been argued [85] that 34.4 should be a more
reasonable value. Therefore, 34.4 is used here when calculating the difference. The
4.8% lower throughput observed for Overwrite in the experiments may be due to
the 3.2% slower seek time of the DEC RZ26. The LFS implementation used by
Seltzer et al. can achieve only 1.7MB/s write throughput, 26% slower than the
maximum hardware bandwidth, because of “missing a rotation between every 64
KB transfer” [108]. Since the number of segment reads is equal to the number of
segment writes (for every segment read, there is always u segment write for
cleaning and 1− u segment write for new data), this slowdown of segment write
should cause 13% performance difference, which matches the difference in
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Table 6.4. Since the differences in all results are within a reasonable range, it is
reasonable to believe that the implementations of Overwrite and LFS used in this
study are valid.
Table 6.4: Throughput Validation (Disk Space Utilization is 50%)
Layout Seltzer et al. [108] This study Diff.
FFS/Overwrite 27.0 25.7 -4.8%
LFS w/o cleaning 41.0 43.3 5.6%
LFS w cleaning 27.0 (34.4) 39.0 13.4%
6.3.2 The Workloads
Three traces were used in the performance experiments for this study: TPC-C,
Sub-Financial1, and NFSEmail. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Trace Characteristics
TPC-C Sub-Financial1 NFSEmail
Data size(MB) 5088 10645 9416
Page size(KB) 4 4 8
#reads(×106) 176.46 0.97 21.05
#writes(×106) 32.77 3.41 7.64
Logical reads writes ratio 5.38 0.28 2.76
Physical reads writes ratio 1.37 0.13 2.56
The TPC-C and the NFSEmail trace are the same as the ones described in
Section 5.3.4 (page 86). The NFSEmail trace contains 85% reads and writes, and
15% directory operations. Since the sizes of the directories are unknown from the
trace, it is difficult to replay the directory operations in the simulator, but because
it is assumed that NVRAM is used, these directory operations do not cause
expensive synchronized writes. So their impact on performance is small. The
directory operations were discarded and only the reads and writes of the trace
were used in this study.
The Sub-Financial1 trace is part of the Financial1 [113] trace described in
Section 5.3.4. Sub-Financial1 contains all I/O requests of the Financial1 trace
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except those from three of the largest volumes. This trace reduction significantly
reduces the computing resources required by the simulator. Since these three
volumes have the fewest requests relative to their sizes, omitting them is expected
to have little impact on the results.
6.3.3 Experimental Setup
Since the interest of this study is the performance of various disk layouts on busy
systems, the simulator is configured as a closed system without think time. That
means the next trace record is issued as soon as the processing of the previous one
finishes. Using this method, a small number of users in the trace can represent the
workloads imposed on a system by many more users with think time. For example,
the weighted average think time plus keying time defined in Clause 5.2.5.7 of
TPC-C benchmark version 5.0 [124] is 21 seconds. The simulation results indicate
that the system with 30 users without think time has an average response time of
1.28 seconds if one disk is present in the system. Assuming that the number of
users with think time in the system is n, the average arrival rate of users is
n
21 + 1.28
=
n
22.28
. From Little’s Law: 30 =
n
22.28
× 1.28. Therefore, n = 522,
which indicates that the workload generated by 30 users without think time
presents equivalent workload to that generated by 522 users with 21 seconds think
time between requests.
The Quantum atlas10k 1999 disk model, which is the latest disk model
provided by DiskSim 2.0, was used in this study. Its specifications are given in
Table 6.6. Write-back caching is disabled to protect data loss from power failure.
The disk scheduling algorithm is SCAN based on logical page numbers.
To study the performance of disk layouts on today’s disks and future disks,
disk models for a high-end disk of year 2004 and a high-end disk of the sort that
customers might expect to see in year 2008 were also designed. Looking back over
15 years history of disk technology evolution, it seems reasonable to make the
following assumptions: every 5 years, transfer rate increases by 242% [43], average
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Table 6.6: Disk Specifications
Parameters
Atlas10k
(Year
1999)
Year
2004
Disk
Year
2008
Disk
RPM 10025 15000 24000
Sectors/Track 229-334 476 967
Cylinders 10042 10042 10042
Platters 6 8 8
Size(GB) 9.1 18 36
Seek Time(ms) 5.6 3.6 2.0
Bandwidth(MB/s) 20.4 61 198
seek time decreases by 76% [101], and RPM (Rotations Per Minute) increases by
61% [3]. It is also assumed that all cylinders have the same number of tracks, the
number of platters is 8, and the disk size for the year 2004 disk is 18GB and for
the year 2008 disk is 36GB. The specifications of these two disks calculated on the
basis of these assumptions are given in the two rightmost columns of Table 6.6.
The seek time distribution data were created by linearly scaling the seek time
distribution of the atlas10k disk defined in DiskSim.
RAID-0 and RAID-5 were used as the multi-disk models in this study. The
stripe size for both RAID-0 and RAID-5 is computed based on Equation (6.3) and
then rounded to the closest powers of two. For RAID-0 arrays with n disks, the
segment size is n× StripeSize. For RAID-5 arrays, the segment size is
(n− 1)× StripeSize, since 1/n of the total disk space is dedicated to parity data.
In order to vary the disk space utilization, only part of the disk is accessed,
independent of the actual size of the disk. For example, if the data size is 6GB and
the disk space utilization is 60%, the total disk space required is
6GB
60%
= 10GB. If
there are 5 disks, the first 2GB of each disk is used. Since the disk layout
approaches do not handle page allocation and deallocation, all data are stored on
the former part of the disk initially. As a result, the seek time (particularly for
Overwrite) is very short, which makes η smaller. Thus this data layout makes the
performance results for LFS, WOLF, and HyLog conservative compared to
Overwrite than in real workloads where data are often placed far apart. For LFS,
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WOLF, and HyLog, the data will eventually spread across the whole disk as data
are written, which is considered as the warmup period. Only the performance data
collected after the warmup period is measured.
The performance metric used in this study is throughput, defined as the
number of I/O requests finished per second.
Table 6.7 summarizes the parameters and values used in the experiments. Since
these parameters can be easily controlled in the TPC-C trace, this trace is used to
study the impacts of various parameters on throughput. When evaluating the
throughput of RAID-5, a 9-disk RAID-5 array is compared with an 8-disk RAID-0
array so that they have the same segment size. The buffer cache used for HyLog,
LFS and WOLF are the total buffer cache size minus one segment (for LFS and
HyLog) or two segments (for WOLF) worth of space required for segment writing.
As a result, all approaches use the same amount of memory to allow a fair
performance comparison.
Table 6.7: Experimental Parameters
Configuration Values Default
Disk layout Overwrite, LFS, WOLF, HyLog —
Number of users 1–30 20
Number of disks 1–15 4
Disk utilization 0.5–0.98 —
Disk type atlas10k, year 2004 disk, year 2008 disk atlas10k
Disk array type RAID-0, RAID-5 RAID-0
Workload TPC-C, Sub-Financial1, NFSEmail TPC-C
Buffer cache size — 400MB
6.4 Performance Evaluation
6.4.1 Validation of the Cost Model
Since the cost model was developed for the uniform random update workload, the
simulation results for the same workload were used to validate the cost model. In
particular, the previous results for TPC-B [85, 108], a random update workload,
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were used. Since the write cost is the average time required to write a page and a
transaction requires a page read and a page write, the throughput X is computed
as
X =
1
Tpg + C + Tcpu
,
where C is the write cost of the disk layout, and Tcpu is the CPU overhead for
processing each page, which is 0.9ms for Overwrite and 1.8ms for LFS [108].
Table 6.8 shows that the modelling results match the measurement results well.
The modelling results are also close to the simulation results shown in Table 6.4
(page 134).
Table 6.8: Cost Model Validation
Layout Previous Model Difference
Overwrite 27.0 [108] 28.6 6.0%
LFS-cleaning 34.4 [85] 37.3 8.4%
6.4.2 Impact of Disk Space Utilization and Disk Type
Figure 6.8 shows the throughput of different layouts under various disk space
utilization and different disks. Since the throughput curves of LFS, WOLF and
HyLog almost overlap for the year 2004 and year 2008 disks, only one line is shown
for each of these disks. The throughput of all layouts improves with faster disks.
The throughput of Overwrite is not affected by the disk space utilization, while the
throughput of other layout approaches decreases when the space utilization is high.
The faster the disk, the more LFS and WOLF can tolerate the high space
utilization because faster disks have higher η as shown in Figure 6.1 (page 119).
Figure 6.9 gives a closer look at the throughput of the atlas10k disk. The
throughput of WOLF overlaps that of LFS for most configurations and
outperforms LFS by 5% when the disk space utilization ud is very high (98%). The
throughput of HyLog overlaps that of LFS when ud ≤ 95%. This is because HyLog
considers all pages as hot based on its cost model Equation (6.8) (see Figure 6.6(a)
on page 128). The throughput of HyLog is comparable to Overwrite when the disk
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space utilization is higher. HyLog outperforms Overwrite by 7.4% when the disk
space utilization is 97%.
To provide some insights into the performance that LFS and HyLog show
above, two example points in the figure were analyzed further: LFS running on an
atlas10k disk with 95% disk space utilization and HyLog running on an atlas10k
disk with 98% disk space utilization.
In the LFS example, the cleaning space utilization u obtained from the
simulator is 88.4%. This is lower than the 90.2% computed from Equation (6.2)
because of the skewness of accesses in TPC-C. Therefore, to write one segment of
new data,
1 + u
1− u
= 16.3 segment I/Os need to be performed for cleaning. So the
cleaning traffic contributes 94.2% to the total segment I/O traffic. The Tpg and
Tseg values obtained from simulation are 5.6ms and 27.3ms, respectively. Therefore,
η = 26.3. The proportion of disk idle time obtained from the simulator is 30%, so
η should be adjusted to η/(1− 30%) = 37.6. Based on the scaled write cost model,
C ′ow/C
′
lfscleaning = η(1− u)/2 = 2.2,
which means that the write throughput of LFS is 2.2 times the write throughput
of Overwrite. Since the write traffic contributes 42% to the total traffic after being
filtered by the buffer cache (Table 6.5 in page 134), LFS outperforms Overwrite by
30%, which is close to the simulation result of 27%.
In the HyLog example, the hot page proportion selected by the page separating
algorithm during the run is 35%-45%. The data collected at the first measurement
interval after warmup were used as the example. The proportion of hot pages is
42.2%, and the proportion of hot writes is 58.2%. The space utilization of segments
being cleaned is 93.4%, which is lower than that in LFS for the same configuration
(96.2%). The proportion of disk idle time is 22.5%, the Tpg and Tseg are 5.8ms and
27.2ms, respectively, and the adjusted η is
TpgS
Tseg(1− Pidle)
= 35.2. Therefore, the
write cost model indicates that the write throughput of the hot partition is 16%
higher than Overwrite. Thus the overall weighted write throughput is 9% higher
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Figure 6.8: The Impact of Disk Space Utilization on System Throughput
[ The number of users is 20, the number of disks is 4, the trace is TPC-C, and the
buffer cache size is 400MB. ]
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Figure 6.9: The System Throughput using the Atlas10k Disk
[ The number of users is 20, the number of disks is 4, the trace is TPC-C, and the
buffer cache size is 400MB. ]
than Overwrite. Taking the read traffic into account, the throughput of HyLog is
1.036 that of Overwrite, which is close to the simulation result of 1.008. The write
throughput of LFS computed from the cost model under 98% disk space utilization
is 66.9% of Overwrite, and the overall throughput of LFS including read and write
traffic is 82.8% of Overwrite, which is close to the simulation result of 78.0%.
Figure 6.10 shows how well the separating algorithm works. The hot page
proportion found by the separating algorithm (35%-45%) is close to the range of
values that results in good throughput when a fixed hot page proportion is used,
and the achieved throughput is 96.4% of the maximum possible throughput.
6.4.3 Impact of Number of Users and Number of Disks
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the throughput normalized to Overwrite under
different numbers of users and disks. The throughput of WOLF is not shown since
it is virtually identical to LFS. Two trends can be observed in the relative
throughput of LFS, WOLF and HyLog: (1) throughput drops with more users;
(2) throughput drops with more disks.
With more users, the average disk seek time is reduced because of the use of
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Figure 6.10: Sensitivity to Separating Criteria
[ The number of users is 20, the number of disks is 4, the trace is TPC-C, the disk
space utilization is 98%, and the buffer cache size is 400MB. ]
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[ The disk is atlas10k, trace is TPC-C. The throughput curves of LFS and HyLog
are virtually identical, and so only the throughput of HyLog is drawn. ]
the disk scheduling algorithm, which reduces η. The disk idle time in Overwrite is
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reduced with more users, which also reduced the adjusted η, i.e.,
η
1− Pidle
. This
decrease is not affected by the disk space utilization. Therefore, the first trend
happens in both low disk space utilization (Figure 6.11) and high disk space
utilization (Figures 6.12(a) and 6.12(b)).
With more disks, the segment size is larger, and so the cleaning cost is
higher [72], which reduces the benefit of the log-structured layout. This happens
only when cleaning cost plays an important role, which is true when the disk space
utilization is high. Therefore, the second trend is apparent only when the disk
space utilization is high (Figure 6.12(a)).
In Figures 6.12(a) and 6.12(b), the throughput of HyLog is virtually identical
to that of LFS when LFS outperforms Overwrite, and HyLog becomes comparable
to Overwrite when Overwrite outperforms LFS. HyLog incorrectly follows LFS
when there are 4 users and 15 disks, because at this configuration a very small
error in the estimation of η can cause HyLog to make the wrong decision, while
HyLog can tolerate some error in the estimation of η in other configurations.
6.4.4 Impact of Disk Array Type
Figure 6.13 shows the throughput of the four disk layouts (Overwrite, LFS,
WOLF, and HyLog) on RAID-0 and RAID-5. For Overwrite, the throughput on
RAID-5 is about 50% of that on RAID-0. This performance degradation is caused
by the slower page update of RAID-5. For LFS and WOLF, the use of RAID-5
increases throughput by 6.5%-10%, because the segment I/O performance is not
affected by small write penalty of RAID-5, while the one more disk in RAID-5
increases the page read throughput. When the disk space utilization is high, the
throughput of HyLog on RAID-0 is comparable to Overwrite. The throughput of
HyLog on RAID-5 is comparable to LFS because the slower page I/O in RAID-5
makes η higher, which makes HyLog treat most pages as hot pages.
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Figure 6.13: Throughput under RAID-0 and RAID-5 Arrays
[ The RAID-0 array contains 8 disks, the RAID-5 array contains 9 disks, the disk
is the atlas10k, the trace is TPC-C, the number of users is 20, the segment size is
512KB per disk, and the buffer cache size is 400MB. ]
6.4.5 Impact of Workload
Figure 6.14 shows the throughput of the four disk layouts using the Sub-Financial1
and NFSEmail traces. The throughput is normalized relative to that of Overwrite.
For both traces, the performance advantage of LFS, WOLF, and HyLog is much
higher than that observed with the TPC-C trace. This difference is attributed to
two facts. First, the distribution of data updates in the Sub-Financial1 and
NFSEmail traces is more skewed than it is in the TPC-C trace, leading to lower
segment cleaning cost. Second, the proportion of writes in these two traces is much
higher than in the TPC-C trace, since many reads have already been filtered out
by client-side buffers (in the NFSEmail trace) or in-memory buffers (in the
Sub-Financial1 trace). Because the Sub-Financial1 trace is more skewed and has
lower read-to-write ratio than the NFSEmail trace, the advantage of log-structured
layouts in the Sub-Financial1 trace is higher than in the NFSEmail trace. The
performance results under other configurations have similar trends and thus are
not shown.
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6.5 Summary
The write performance of the Overwrite and LFS disk layouts was investigated. A
write cost model was developed to compare the performance of these disk layouts.
Contrary to the common belief that its high segment cleaning cost disadvantages
LFS, it is found that because of advances in disk technologies, the performance of
LFS is significantly better than Overwrite on modern and future disks, even under
the most pathological workload for LFS (uniform random update), unless the disk
space utilization is very high.
Since LFS still performs worse than Overwrite under certain conditions such as
high disk space utilization, a new disk layout approach called HyLog is proposed.
HyLog uses a log-structured approach for hot pages to achieve high write
performance and overwrite for cold pages to reduce the segment cleaning cost. The
page separating algorithm of HyLog is based on the write cost model and can
separate hot pages from cold pages dynamically. Simulation results on a wide
range of system and workload configurations show that HyLog performs
comparably to the best of Overwrite, LFS and WOLF in most configurations.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Storage is an important component of any large scale computer system. Storage
management is important to the overall system performance. This thesis studies
performance issues in two important components of storage management in large
scale systems, namely the buffer cache management and disk layout management.
The thesis contains three parts: self-tuning in buffer cache management, lock
contention in buffer cache management, and disk layout management. Section 7.1
summarizes each part of the thesis work, Section 7.2 states the main contributions,
and Section 7.3 briefly outlines further research directions.
7.1 Thesis Summary
Self-tuning of Buffer Cache Management
The buffer cache layer in storage management caches popular disk pages in
memory in an attempt to speed up accesses to the disk pages. The buffer cache
management algorithm used in real systems often has many parameters that
require careful tuning to get good performance. This thesis studies the buffer cache
management algorithm in a real DBMS running an I/O-intensive workload. The
I/O activities and impact of various parameters on performance are investigated
through measurements and simulation. A new self-tuning algorithm is proposed to
automatically tune an important parameter in the buffer cache management
algorithm by monitoring the I/O activities of the buffer cache. Results from the
simulator show that this algorithm achieves performance comparable to that of a
manually tuned system under various system configurations.
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Lock Contention of Buffer Cache Management
The buffer cache replacement algorithm is the most important element of buffer
cache management. Most advanced replacement algorithms employ a global data
structure to manage the pages in the buffer cache. Since every access to the buffer
cache needs to change the global data structure, it is protected by a lock. In large
scale systems with multiple processors, this lock can easily become a contention
point and significantly limit system throughput. There are no existing universal
approaches to solve lock contention. Some approaches are valid only for a specific
algorithm, some approaches have high overhead, and some approaches decrease the
hit ratio of the buffer cache, which significantly decreases system throughput when
the system is I/O-bound. Various factors affecting lock contention are studied and
a new approach called the multi-region cache is proposed. The multi-region cache
can be applied to most buffer cache replacement algorithms. Analysis and
evaluation results indicate that the multi-region cache reduces lock contention to
an insignificant level, affects the overall hit ratio of the buffer cache only
marginally, and incurs little overhead.
Disk Layout Management
Work at the disk layout layer tries to improve the I/O efficiency of the storage
management subsystem by appropriately arranging the layout of disk pages. The
typical disk layout approach, called Overwrite, is optimized for sequential reads
and writes of a single file or files in the same directory. In large scale systems with
many concurrent users and large buffer caches, most reads are absorbed by the
buffer cache, and the interleaved writes from different users make writes randomly
scattered over the disks. Although the Log-structured File System (LFS) is
optimized for such workloads, previous studies have found that its expensive
garbage collection overhead offsets its benefit to Overwrite in OLTP workloads.
Analytical models are developed to investigate the write performance of Overwrite
and LFS. It is found that because of the much faster improvement of disk transfer
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bandwidth over disk positioning time, LFS performs much better than Overwrite
on modern and future disks in most workloads, including OLTP, unless the disk
space utilization is very high. A new approach is proposed, called HyLog, which is
a hybrid of LFS and Overwrite. Simulation results show that HyLog achieves
performance comparable to the best of existing disk layout approaches in most
workloads and configurations.
7.2 Thesis Contributions
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• A self-tuning algorithm is proposed to automatically tune parameters of
buffer cache management. This algorithm achieves performance close to the
best manually tuned system.
• The problem of lock contention in buffer cache management is investigated.
A new approach, called multi-region is proposed to eliminate the lock
contention of buffer cache. This approach can work together with most
buffer cache replacement algorithms. It affects the overall hit ratio of the
buffer cache only marginally and incurs little overhead.
• Different disk layout management approaches are modeled and their
performance characteristics are analyzed. A new approach called HyLog is
proposed and is found to achieve performance comparable to the best of
existing disk layout approaches in most workloads and configurations.
7.3 Future Work
There are many open research issues related to this thesis work. Some possible
future research directions may include:
1. Studying whether the self-tuning page cleaning algorithm can respond well to
workload changes in the system.
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2. Implementing the self-tuning page cleaning algorithm in a real DBMS system
and evaluating its performance under real workloads.
3. Designing better hash functions for the multi-region cache so that its
performance is not compromised, even in highly skewed workloads.
Modelling analysis indicates that when the distribution of logical requests to
pages is highly skewed, the hit ratio of the multi-region cache has larger
variance. A better hash function that scatters hot pages into different regions
could reduce this variance.
4. Improving the multi-region cache so that its performance is more stable
when a large number of regions are used. Simulation results indicate that the
hit ratio of the multi-region cache decreases when there are too many
regions. This is because some regions have too low hit ratios. If these regions
can be identified and their pages can be rearranged, multi-region cache could
achieve good performance even when many regions are used.
5. Implementing and evaluating the multi-region cache approach in real
systems.
6. Using different replacement algorithms in different regions of the multi-region
cache to adaptively select the best performing algorithm. This is similar to
the caching using multiple experts approach [5, 42], but should have much
lower overhead. Each region of the multi-region cache has almost the same
performance. When different replacement algorithms are used in each region,
the replacement algorithm performs the best on one region is likely to
perform the best on all other regions. Therefore, the best replacement
algorithm can be adaptively selected and applied to most regions without
simulating all replacement algorithms on each buffer cache access.
7. Designing new cache replacement algorithms which can take advantage of
full region scan at cache misses using multi-region cache. Scanning the whole
region on a cache miss incurs little overhead when each region is small. This
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relaxes the time complexity from O(1) to O(n), and thus enables more design
choices when designing replacement algorithms.
8. Designing approaches to implement advanced replacement algorithms in
virtual memory management with small additional hardware support. By
recording the last reference time in the page table by hardware, LRU can be
implemented by scanning the whole region for the candidate to evict. With
slightly more additional hardware, a large class of replacement algorithms
can be implemented in virtual memory in a similar way. The performance
benefits and hardware costs of such design could provide valuable guidance
to computer architecture designers.
9. Studying the read performance of HyLog, especially in workloads with
random updates and sequential reads, since the sequential layout of data are
damaged by the random updates and could decrease the read performance.
10. Stabilizing the LFS implementation in NetBSD and evaluating its
performance under various benchmarks. The LFS implementation in
NetBSD is the most close to complete implementation of LFS available in
modern open source operating systems. After making the NetBSD LFS
implementation more stable, performance tests can be conducted on modern
hardware to verify its performance against that predicted by the write cost
model proposed in Section 6.1 (page 116).
11. Implementing HyLog in NetBSD and comparing its performance to LFS and
other file systems.
12. Designing approaches to add snapshot support in LFS and HyLog.
Implementing it in real systems, and comparing its performance to existing
systems supporting snapshots, such as FreeBSD FFS [35] and WAFL [48].
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